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Abstract 
The first and second moment operators are used to define the origin invariant 
shape and size of a molecule or functional group, as well as expressions for the dis-
tance between two electrons and the distance between an electron and a nucleus. 
The measure of molecular size correlates quite well with an existing theoretical mea-
sure of molecular volume calculated from isodensity contours. Also, the measure of 
size is effective in predicting steric effects of substituents which have been measured 
experimentally. The electron-electron and electron-nuclear distances are related to 
components of the Hartree-Fock energy. The average distance between two electrons 
models the Coulomb energy quite well, especially in the case of localized molecular 
orbitals. The average distance between an electron and a nucleus is closely related to 
the electron-nuclear attraction energy of a molecule. 
The relationships discovered between the average interparticle distances and molec-
ular energy components have led to the development of a new empirical approach to 
modelling the electronic structure of molecules. The general energy expression for 
a simulated electronic structure theory is defined, along with the functional form of 
the interatomic distance dependent energy functions. The theory is used to model 
the hydrogen molecule, the first-row hydrides, and ethane. The models, which have 
the correct RHF/6-31G(d) optimized geometries, also fit the RHF/6-31G(d) energy 
at equilibrium and the UHF /6-31G( d) energy at the bond dissociation limit , as well 
as some vibrational frequencies. 
Also directly related to the interelectronic distance, is the issue of electron cor-
relation. Several new approaches to the electron correlation problem have emerged 
11 
in recent years. Among the new methods is orbital functional theory, in which the 
correlation energy is a functional of the molecular orbitals. The correlation energy 
of different isoelectronic series as a function of nuclear charge is investigated in an 
effort to design a correlation operator. Insight is also gained by examining the explicit 
CISD energy expression. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Today, computational chemistry is used to study molecular structure and properties, 
and chemical kinetics and dynamics in such areas as molecular biology, protein engi-
neering, 1 surface chemistry and nanotechnology. Computational methods are becom-
ing an increasingly important tool for explaining and predicting experimental results 
as well as designing and discovering new chemistry. Due to advancements of computer 
technology and the theory behind computational methods, computational chemistry 
calculations can be performed on increasingly larger systems with more accuracy. De-
velopment of ab initio theories and the algorithms used for their implementation2 has 
allowed for the determination of highly accurate molecular wave functions. Further-
more, increased computational power along with lower level ab initio, semi-empirical, 
or empirical methods has enabled the study of the structure and dynamics of large 
systems such as interacting proteins. The theory behind computational chemistry 
methods is vast and ranges from ab initio electronic structure theory derived directly 
from quantum mechanics to entirely empirical, classically based molecular mechanics. 
1 
Each end of the spectrum has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
Wave function electronic structure theory involves finding solutions to the elec-
tronic Schrodinger equation. The electronic Schrodinger equation is derived by ap-
plying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation3 to the time-independent Schrodinger 
equation for a molecular system (Equation 1.1) . 
(1.1) 
where w( {ri} , {RA}) is the molecular wave function, which is a function of the elec-
tronic, {ri}, and nuclear, {RA}, coordinates, and E is the total non-relativistic energy 
~ 
of the system. The total non-relativistic Hamiltonian, H , is given by 
N N M z N 1 H = - L ~ \1; - L L r ·A + L L ~ 
i=l i=l A=l t A i=l j<i tJ 
M M 
+ L L ZAZB - L _1_\7~ 
A=l B<A RAB A=l 2M A 
(1.2) 
where N is the total number of electrons, and M is the total number of nuclei. The 
energy may also be expressed as an expectation value of the wave function, 
(1.3) 
The Born-Oppenheimer approximation states that, due to relative masses of the elec-
trons and nuclei, the molecular wave function may be approximated by the product of 
the electronic and nuclear wave functions , w({ri} , {RA}) = Wclcc({ri})wNuc({RA}). 
Physically speaking, the electrons arc said to be moving in a field of fixed nuclei. The 
electronic Schrodinger equation is written 
(1.4) 
2 
where, 
N N M z N l 
H elec =-L ~\71-LL r ·A + LL ~ 
i=l i=l A=l tA i=l j <i tJ 
(1.5) 
is the electronic Hamiltonian. The total energy of a given nuclear configuration is the 
sum of the electronic energy, Eetec ' and the nuclear repulsion energy, ENN (Equation 
1.6). 
M 
E -"'"""'"" ZAZB 
-'NN- L L --
A=l B <A RAB 
(1.6) 
The kinetic energy of the fixed nuclei is zero. The wave function, and hence the total 
energy, depend parametrically on the nuclear coordinates. The energy as a function 
of the nuclear coordinates is often referred to as the Born-Oppenheimer, or potential 
energy, surface. A significant part of computational chemistry is dedicated to the 
exploration of potential energy surfaces (PESs) of various molecular systems. While 
many of these investigations involve solving the electronic Schrodinger equation, there 
are several theories which accomplish this task to varying degrees. 
1 Hartree-Fock Theory 
The basis of most wave function electronic structure theories is the Hartree-Fock 
approximation. Hartree-Fock theory involves approximating the wave function by the 
simplest function that satisfies the Pauli antisymmetry principle, a Slater determinant 
(Equation 1. 7). A wave function is antisymmetric if the interchange of the coordinates 
of any two electrons results in the change in sign of the wave function, 'll(x1 , x2) = 
3 
-1ll(x2,x1). 
X1(x1) X2(xl) XN(xl) 
1 X1 (x2) X2(x2) XN(x2) 
'lJ(xl , X2, ... , XN) = ../Nf (1.7) 
N! 
X1 (xN) X2(x N) XN(x N) 
where the Xi are spin orbitals and the x i are the spatial and spin coordinates of each 
electron, x i = (ri,wi)· The spin orbitals are products of spatial orbitals, ¢(r) , and 
spin functions, a(w) or (3(w) . 
¢(r )a(w) 
x(x) = or (1.8) 
¢(r)(3(w) 
As a result of satisfying the antisymmetry principle, the electrons of the wave function 
are also indistinguishable, all possible permutations of electrons in spin orbitals are 
included. 
The Hartree-Fock energy is the expectation value of the electronic Hamiltonian, 
H (elec subscript is subsequently dropped), and the Hartree-Fock wave function, 
N N N 
EHF = L(Xilhlxi) + ~ :2.:: L(XiXil lxiXi ) (1.9) 
i=l i=l j=l 
The operator h is the one-electron part of the Hamiltonian, 
M 
A 1 2 L ZA h = --'\1 - -2 1 r 
A=l 1A 
(1.10) 
and (Xi Xi II Xi Xi) is the antisymmetrized two-electron integral, 
(1.11) 
4 
where 
The Hartree-Fock equations are derived by minimizing the energy (Equation 1.9) 
with respect to the spin orbitals under the constraint that the spin orbitals remain 
orthonormal((XiiXj) = &ij, V i,j). An elegant derivation is possible using Lagrange's 
method of undetermined multipliers.4 The general result is also referred to as orbital 
Euler-Lagrange (OEL) equations.5 In the Hartree-Fock case, the equations are given 
by 
(1.13) 
where Ei is the orbital energy and j is the Fock operator. 
N 
J = h+ LJj- i<:j (1.14) 
j=l 
The operators Jj and kj are the Coulomb and exchange operators respectively. 
The Hartree-Fock equations may also be expressed over spatial orbitals, along 
with the Hartree-Fock energy. Assuming that all molecular orbitals (MOs) are dou-
bly occupied, which is referred to as a closed-shell system, the Hartree-Fock energy 
expression is 
N/ 2 N/2 N/2 
EHF = L haa + L L 2Jab - K ab (1.15) 
a=l a=l b=l 
The one-electron energy is given by haa = (¢alhl¢a) , and the two-electron energy is 
given by the Coulomb, Jab, and exchange, K ab, energies. 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
5 
The closed-shell Hartree-Fock equations have the same form as the spin orbital case, 
(1.18) 
however, the closed-shell Fock operator is given by 
N/2 
J = 11 + L 2Jb - kb (1.19) 
b=l 
The closed-shell Hartree-Fock equations can be solved by expanding the molecular 
orbitals as a linear combination of basis functions. 
(1.20) 
Substitution of the expansion into the Hartree-Fock equations leads to, 
(1.21) 
v=l v=l 
If both sides are multiplied by the complex conjugate of another basis function, '1/J; ( ri) , 
and integrated with respect to r 1, the result, 
L Cva j '1/J;(rl)}'l/Jv(rl)drl = Ea L Cva j '1/J;(ri)'I/Jv (rl)drl 
v=l v=l 
(1.22) 
is a matrix equation known as Roothaan's equation. Roothaan's equation in matrix 
form is expressed as 
FC = SCE (1.23) 
where C is the molecular orbital coefficient matrix, F is the Fock matrix, S is the 
overlap matrix and c is a diagonal matrix of orbital energies. Each element of the 
overlap matrix, sj.l.l/) is given by 
(1.24) 
6 
The elements of the Fock matrix, F~-'11 ' are 
(1.25) 
The Fock matrix cannot be constructed without prior knowledge of the molecular 
orbital coefficients, as the two-electron part of the Fock operator is dependent on 
the molecular orbitals. Therefore, the solution to Roothaan's equation first begins 
with a guess coefficient matrix. The matrix equation is converted to a standard 
eigenvalue equation by defining a new coefficient matrix, C' = x-1c, where the 
matrix X transforms the basis to one in which the overlap matrix is the identity, 
x+sx = S' =I. 
PXC' = SXC'E (1.26) 
The above equation is multiplied on the left by x+, 
(1.27) 
which results in a standard eigenvalue equation which can be solved to give a new C' 
matrix. 
F'C' = C'c (1.28) 
The matrix C', can be back transformed to give the coefficient matrix over the original 
basis and it may be used to construct an w Fock matrix. This procedure is continued 
until some convergence criteria on the energy or coefficients is achieved. Due to the 
iterative nature of the solution, this method is often referred to as the self-consistent 
field (SCF) approach. 
A common value used to test convergence in a SCF approach is the density matrix, 
7 
P. The density matrix is defined as the matrix product 
P = 2cc+ (1.29) 
and is closely related to the electron density, p(r), which is calculated as a sum over 
the products of MOs, 
N/ 2 
p(r) = 2 L ¢:(r)¢a(r) 
a=l 
The MOs can be expanded in terms of basis functions to give 
N/2 K K 
p(r) = 2 L L L c=aCva~:(r) 't/Jv(r) 
a=1 J.L=1 v=1 
JLV 
where 
N/2 
PJ.LV = 2 L c;acva 
a=1 
(1.30) 
(1.31) 
(1.32) 
(1.33) 
is a density matrix element. The density matrix contains all the information necessary 
to calculate one-electron properties of the wave function of a molecule, corresponding 
to the specified basis set. 
Experimentally observed properties, such as dipole moment and polarizabilities, 
are calculated as expectation values of the wave function , where the one-electron 
operator, 0 1 , has the general form 
N 
81 = L: oi (1.34) 
i=1 
The expectation value of such an operator can be expressed in terms of integrals over 
basis functions and the density matrix, 
(1.35) 
Jl.V 
8 
In the case of electronic dipole moment, the one-electron operator, (\, is h , where 
i\ = (x1, fh, z1). The electronic second moment is calculated using r~. The compo-
nents of electronic first and second moments are used to define a theoretical measure 
of shape, size and steric hindrance in Chapter 2. As a definition of molecular size 
and shape, expectation values of the Hartree-Fock wave function are quite sufficient, 
however, there is an inherent flaw in the Hartree-Fock wave function which leads to 
inexact one and two-electron expectation values and the incorrect energy. 
2 Electron Correlation 
The Hartree-Fock wave function is a Slater determinant of one-electron functions 
(Equation 1.7) , and, as a consequence, it does not correctly describe the interaction 
between electrons. The Fock operator is an effective one-electron potential and hence 
each electron experiences the average field of the other electrons. The motion of elec-
trons with parallel spins is correlated and accounted for by the exchange interaction. 
However , the motion of electrons with opposite spin is not correlated, and therefore, 
the probability of finding two electrons with opposite spins at the same point in space 
is not zero. 4 The missing electron correlation results in an erroneous wave function 
in which the discrepancies from exact values depend on the system and property of 
interest. The difference in energy is referred to as the correlation energy, Ecorn and 
may be defined as 
Ecorr = Eo - EHFlim (1.36) 
where E0 is the exact non-relativistic energy and EHFiim IS the Hartree-Fock limit 
energy. The Hartree-Fock limit is Hartree-Fock theory in the limit of a complete 
basis set (i.e. K ---+ oo), and the energy at the Hartree-Fock limit is a lower bound 
9 
to any finite basis Hartree-Fock energy. Generally, for light atoms, the correlation 
energy is less than 1% of the total electronic energy. However, this small percentage 
can be larger than bond energies, even for the smallest organic molecules.6 Such 
errors can lead to incorrect reaction energetics and kinetics and render Hartree-Fock 
theory useless for systems in which the correlation energy does not remain constant. 
There are several ab initio electronic structure theories which exist to account for the 
missing electron correlation; some of them are discussed in the following two sections 
(Sections 3 and 4). In Chapter 6, possible new approaches to the correlation problem 
are introduced. 
3 Post Hartree-Fock Methods 
Many of the theories that account for the missing electron correlation, correlated 
theories, use the Hartree-Fock approximation as their basis. These theories are re-
ferred to as post Hartree-Fock methods. Conceptually, the simplest post Hartree-Fock 
method is configuration interaction(CI) theory. The basic idea behind CI is the use 
of a wave function which is a linear combination of Slater determinants describing 
different electronic configurations of the system (Equation 6.9) . 
ar a<b 
r<s 
(1.37) 
where a and b denote occupied orbitals and .,. and s denote virtual orbitals. The 
Hartree-Fock wave function is l\!10 ) and t he following terms are the determinants 
generated by single, I \II~), double, I \ll~b), triple and higher excitations of the Hartree-
Fock wave function , multiplied by the corresponding CI expansion coefficient, eo, c~, 
c~Z, etc .. 
10 
--- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
An attractive property of CI is that it is variational, which means it obeys the 
variational principle. The variational principle is a fundamental theorem of quantum 
mechanics. The theorem states that for any well-behaved wave function, I'll) , which 
satisfies the specified boundary conditions, the expectation value of the Hamiltonian 
is bounded from below by the lowest energy eigenvalue. 
(1.38) 
The theorem implies that as the expectation value approaches £0 , I'll) approaches 
the exact ground state wave function I<I>o), where HI<I>o) = £0 I<I>o). Therefore, in the 
ground state, the energy of an approximate wave function is a measure of its quality. 
Hartree-Fock theory is variational. The quality of the Hartree-Fock wave function is 
improved, and the energy approaches the Hartree-Fock limit from above, as the size of 
the basis set is increased. In the case of CI, if the number of configurations in the CI 
wave function expansion is increased, the energy approaches the exact non-relativistic 
energy monotonically, or at least to the limit of the basis set. 
The CI problem is the determination of the expansion coefficients, Co, c~, c~b ' .... 
If the CI wave function is substituted into the Schrodinger equation, where {I 'l1 1)} 
and { c1 } represent the sets of all determinants and coefficients, the result is 
Hc = Ec (1.39) 
where c is the CI coefficient vector, E is a diagonal matrix of energies, and H is the 
CI matrix. Each element of the CI matrix is given by 
(1.40) 
The CI coefficients and energy of each configuration can be obtained by diagonalizing 
11 
----- -~-----------
the CI matrix. When all possible configurations of a given system are included in 
the CI expansion, it is referred to as Full CI. For a given basis set, the difference 
between the Hartree-Fock energy and the Full CI energy is the basis set correlation 
energy. If the basis set is complete(i.e. infinite), which is called complete CI, the CI 
energy is the exact non-relativistic energy. However, this would mean constructing 
and diagonalizing a CI matrix of infinite dimension. In practice CI is truncated at 
different n-tuple excitations, such as CI with single and double excitations, CISD. 
One problem with truncated CI methods, is that they are not size consistent. 
For a method to be size consistent, the energy of a collection of non-interacting 
molecules has to be equal to the sum of their individual energies. Consider a CI 
method, truncated at n-tuple excitations, applied to a system of two non-interacting 
molecules( A f-----) B) and the two molecules individually( A + B). The energy of the 
00 
individual molecules involves contributions from n-tuple excitations of each molecule, 
which actually corresponds to 2n-tuple excitations of the non-interacting system. Full 
CI is the only CI method that is size consistent. However , an approximation to Full 
CI that is size consistent is coupled-cluster theory. 
The coupled-cluster approximation (CCA) involves expressing the wave function 
as a cluster expansion of the Hartree-Fock wave function, ':IIo. 
(1.41) 
The cluster operator, T, is a sum of operators, 7;, which produce excited determinants 
from the Hartree-Fock wave funct ion. 
(1.42) 
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For example, the doubles cluster operator, 7;, produces the different possible doubly 
excited determinants when it operates upon the Hartree-Fock wave function. 
i2lwo) = i L c:~lw:~) (1.43) 
abrs 
Due to the exponential form of the cluster expansion of the wave function( e7 
1 + T + ~; + ... ), the wave function also contains products of single excitations, 
double excitations, etc. The coupled-cluster approximation is based on the trunca-
tion of the cluster expansion of the wave function, normally at the doubles operator 
(CCSD). In CCSD, the quadruple excitations are approximated by the product of 
double excitations, c:z~d ~ c:z * c~, where c:z * c~ denotes the sum of all possible 
double excitation products which give the same quadruple excitation, while account-
ing for antisymmetry. The same approach can be extended to account for hextuple 
excitations as well. The most common form of coupled-cluster theory is the coupled-
cluster singles and doubles with approximate triples, CCSD(T).7 An approximation 
to the triples is used as opposed to including the triples operator, i;, in the cluster 
expansion, CCSDT, due to the significant increase in scaling upon adding triple exci-
tations. While CCA is size consistent, the method is not variational, as it is possible 
to obtain an energy lower than the exact non-relativistic energy using CCA. 
A somewhat different post Hartree-Fock method is M¢ller-Plesset perturbation 
theory. M¢ller-Plesset theory applies Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory to 
the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian, H0 , and its eigenfunctions, which are the Hartree-
Fock wave function and the different possible excited determinants. A perturbation, 
V, which is the correction to the Hartree-Fock effective potential, vHF(i), is applied 
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to the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian to give a perturbed Hamiltonian, fl. 
(1.44) 
where 
A N 1 N 
v = LL~- L VHF(i) 
i= l j <i 'J i=l 
(1.45) 
and 
N 
VHF(i) = L Jj(i)- kj(i) (1.46) 
j=l 
Expressions for the nth order energies are derived through use of an ordering 
parameter, .X. The ordering parameter, which is later set to unity, multiplies the 
perturbation, XV, and the energy, £, and the wave function, 14>), are expanded in 
a Taylor series in terms of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the Hartree-Fock 
Hamiltonian, respectively. 
(1.47) 
(1.48) 
Substitution of the expanded energy (Equation 1.47) and wave function (Equation 
1.48) into the Schrodinger equation, along with H = H0 +XV , and collection of terms 
of the same order _xn result in the nth order energy corrections, E(n), to the Hartree-
Fock energy. However, it should be noted that the zeroth-order energy of M0ller-
Plesset theory is the sum of the Hartree-Fock orbital energies, not the Hartree-Fock 
energy. The Hartree-Fock energy is given by the sum of the zeroth and first order 
energies, 
(1.49) 
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The first correction to the Hartree-Fock energy (i.e. correlation energy) is at second 
order, where the energy expression is 
(1.50) 
The energy expressions for higher order corrections are increasingly complex, involv-
ing higher order products of two-electron integrals over products of orbital energies. 
The order of energy correction, n, calculated using M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory 
corresponds to the commonly used notation, MPn. Like CCA, the MPn theories are 
size consistent but not variational. 
The post Hartree-Fock methods each have their own advantages and disadvantages 
with respect to each other; size consistency, variational, etc .. However, they all have 
a common drawback, and that is their computational cost . Each method requires the 
calculation of two-electron integrals over molecular orbitals, (abirs), which increases 
the scaling with respect to the number of basis functions K. Hartree-Fock theory 
formally scales as K 4 , which corresponds to calculation of two-electron integrals over 
basis functions. Post Hartree-Fock methods such as CID and MP2 scale as K 5 , 
whereas CISDT and MP5 scale as K 8 .7 Such increases in computational cost make 
systems which can be studied using Hartree-Fock quickly become very expensive or 
impossible to study at the post Hartree-Fock level. 
4 Density FUnctional Theory 
An alternative approach to wave function theories, such as the Hartree-Fock and 
post Hartree-Fock approaches, is density functional theory (DFT). The formulation 
of DFT comes from expressing the energy of a system of electrons, E, as a functional 
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of the electron density, p( r). 
E[p(r)] = Vcxt[p(r)] + F[p(r)] (1.51) 
The energy functional is divided into two parts, the external potential, Vext, and the 
universal functional, F[p(r)]. In the case of a molecule in the absence of an external 
field , the external potential is the attraction of nuclei, Vcxt = VNc· The universal 
functional consists of all interactions independent of the external field, the kinetic 
energy of the electrons, T[p( r )], and the electron-electron potential energy, V ce [p( r ) ]. 
F[p(r)] = T[p(r)] + Vce[p(r)] (1.52) 
The foundation of DFT was laid by two theorems proven by Hohenberg and 
Kohn.8 Both theorems apply to the electron density of a non-degenerate ground state. 
The first theorem concerns the existence of an external potential which is uniquely 
determined by the ground state electron density, p0 (r), and consequently determines 
the ground state wave function, 'l10 , and energy, E0 , as well as other properties. The 
second theorem is the density functional analogue to the wave function variational 
principle, which states that only the true ground state density, p0 (r), minimizes the 
energy functional, E[p(r)]. The second theorem has the conditions that the density 
is non-negative, p(r) ~ 0, and integrates to the number of electrons, J p(r )dr = 
N. Both theorems contain the more complex condition that the density must be 
v-representable. For a given density to be v-representable, it must correspond to a 
external potential that is associated with an antisymmetric wave function.9 However, 
Levy10 proved both theorems using a constrained search approach which no longer 
requires the ground state to be non-degenerate. Also, Levy's reformulation of the 
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Hohenberg-Kohn theorems relaxes the constraint of v-representability to requiring 
the density be N -representable. If the density is N -representable, it is associated 
with an antisymmetric wave function, but there is no requirement that there must 
be a corresponding external potential. While these theorems and their modifications 
provide a sound basis for DFT, there still remains the practical issue of minimizing 
the energy functional. 
The energy functional of DFT is normally minimized using the Kohn-Sham ap-
proach. The Kohn-Sham approach involves defining a system of non-interacting elec-
trons and their corresponding orbitals, which have the same electron density as the 
exact electron density, pKS(r) = p0(r). A system of non-interacting electrons is ex-
actly described by a Slater determinant(Equation 1. 7) of Kohn-Sham orbitals, { xfs}, 
and the electron density is given by 
N 
Po(r) = L x!<S*(r)x~<S(r) (1.53) 
i=l 
The energy functional, using the Kohn-Sham approach, is 
(1.54) 
The energy due to the external potential, or the nucleus-electron attraction potential 
energy, is given by 
M 
VNe[p(r)] = - L ZA j p(rl) dr1 
A= l rlA 
(1.55) 
and the kinetic energy is written in terms of the Kohn-Sham orbitals, 
N 
T[p(r)] = -~ L (xfs(l)IY'ilxfs(l)) (1.56) 
i=l 
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Part of the electron-electron potential energy is given by the classical Coulomb energy, 
(1.57) 
The remainder of the electron-electron potential energy, which is the exchange and 
correlation, and the corrections to the kinetic and Coulomb energies are contained in 
the exchange-correlation energy term, Exc [p( r) ]. 
Exc[p(r)] = b.T[p(r)] + b.Vee[p(r)] (1.58) 
The kinetic energy correction, b.T[p(r)], accounts for the fact that the kinetic energy 
of the Kohn-Sham orbitals is for the non-interacting system, which is not equivalent 
to the kinetic energy of the true system.9 The correction to the electron-electron 
potential energy, 6 Vee [p( r)], includes the exchange energy, the correlation energy, 
and the correction for the self-interaction present in the Coulomb energy. The self-
interaction error is demonstrated by the fact that a one electron system would have 
a Coulomb energy (Equation 1.57) not equal to zero. In Hartree-Fock theory, there 
is no self-interaction due to the cancellation of the Coulomb integral between a spin 
orbital and itself by the corresponding exchange integral, Jii - K ii = 0 (Equation 
1.9). 
Similar to Hartree-Fock theory, if the Kohn-Sham energy expression (Equation 
1.54) is minimized with respect to the Kohn-Sham orbitals, which define the density, 
under the constraint that they remain orthonormal, the resulting OEL equations are 
referred to as the Kohn-Sham equations. 
(1.59) 
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where k is the Kohn-Sham one-electron operator. 
(1.60) 
The exchange correlation operator, Vxc(r ), is defined as the functional derivative of 
the exchange-correlation energy with respect to the density. 
, ( ) _ oExc[p(r)] 
Vxc r - op(r) (1.61) 
Also like Hartree-Fock, the Kohn-Sham one-electron operator, k, depends on the elec-
tron density and therefore the Kohn-Sham equations have to be solved iteratively. 
Generally, the Kohn-Sham equations are solved in the same manner as the Hartree-
Fock equations. The Kohn-Sham orbitals are expanded over basis functions and a 
matrix of Kohn-Sham operator elements, Kf-Lv, is calculated and diagonalized. The 
electron-nucleus attraction, kinetic, and Coulomb elements are calculated as integrals 
over basis functions as in Hartree-Fock theory. However, the integrals involving the 
exchange-correlation operator are often complex and do not have an analytic expres-
sion. In such cases, the exchange-correlation contribution is calculated using numer-
ical integration. The method of implementation of DFT through use of Kohn-Sham 
orbitals suggests an approach to calculating the electronic structure of a molecule 
that scales on the same order as Hartree-Fock and accounts for electron correlation. 
However, this is not entirely true. 
The Kohn-Sham equations themselves are exact, and their solution, the Kohn-
Sham orbitals give the exact ground state density. However, the form of the exact 
exchange-correlation operator is unknown. As a consequence, while the general for-
mulation of DFT is variational, the method is not variational when an approximate 
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exchange-correlation operator is employed. There are several forms of the operator 
that are used in applications of DFT today. Conventionally the name of the exchange-
correlation functional is written in the form exchange functional name - correlation 
functional name. For example, the B3LYP functional is comprised of the Becke three 
parameter exchange functional , B3, and the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional, 
LYP (see Appendix A). Research continues into developing new exchange-correlation 
functionals, with some success.U 
5 Molecular Mechanics 
Molecular mechanics is a drastically different approach to modelling molecular 
systems than the wave function and density functional electronic structure theories 
discussed in the previous sections. Molecular mechanics empirically models bonding 
and non-bonding interactions between molecules using a variety of functions of dis-
tances, angles, and torsions. The theoretical foundation of molecular mechanics is 
rooted in the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. It is assumed that for each configu-
ration of nuclei, or molecular geometry, the electrons find their optimum distribution 
and the energy is then a function of the geometry. However, molecular mechanics 
was first developed by fitting and attempting to predict and explain experimental 
observations. 
The idea of molecular mechanics was first introduced by D.H. Andrews in 1930,12 
with five postulates on "The Nature of the Mechanical System in the Molecule", which 
he used to qualitatively predict Raman spectra . It was not until 1946 that attempts 
were made to use such ideas for quantitative purposes. 13 Hill presented an equation 
for the "steric energy" of a molecule which had a van der Waals term and bond 
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stretching and bending terms.14 He suggested that such an approach could be used 
to study polar and steric effects in molecules and that calculations could be correlated 
with experimental values of gas-phase reaction rates. Around the same time, Wes-
theimer and Mayer were using similar equations to study the rates of racemization 
of optically active derivatives of biphenyl, including deriving equations for the vibra-
tional frequencies of the planar forms of these molecules. 15- 17 Also at the same time, 
Dostrovsky et al. derived similar equations while studying steric and polar effects on 
SN2 reactions.18• 19 It was all these studies that led to the development of modern 
molecular mechanics. 
In conventional molecular mechanics, the total energy of a molecule is divided into 
different components; bond stretching, E8 , angle bending, Eb, torsional interactions, 
Etor, van der Waals interactions, Evdw, and electrostatic interactions, Eetcc -20 
(1.62) 
Some formulations may use other energy terms to describe phenomena, such as hy-
drogen bonding, that are not described well by the existing terms. The functional 
form of these energy terms and the empirical parameters that occur in the functions 
are known as a force field. In the case of bond stretching, the functional form is often 
a quadratic. 
( 1.63) 
where l is the actual bond length, l0 is the natural bond length, and ks is the empirical 
force constant. The behaviour of a chemical bond is modelled quite well with a 
quadratic potential for bond lengths very near the natural bond length. However, 
once a bond is lengthened significantly it is known to exhibit anharmonic behaviour. 
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In several molecular mechanics methods, this anharmonicity is treated by adding 
cubic and even quartic terms. Bond angles are treated in a similar manner. For small 
changes in angles, a harmonic potential works well, but for large angle changes higher 
order terms are required. For torsional interactions, bond rotation, functions with 
cosine terms are used to describe the interactions. 
Etor = k4> ( 1 + COS ( ¢>)) (1.64) 
where ¢> is the torsional angle and k4> is the force constant. The functional form of 
torsional interactions often has several terms, which in accordance with spectroscopy, 
follows the form of a Fourier series.20 In the case of van der Waals interactions, a 
modified form of the Lennard-Jones potential21 is normally used. 
(1.65) 
where R is the interatomic distance, e5 is the finite distance of zero potential, and f. 
is the depth of the well. Electrostatic interactions are often modelled simply using 
point charges and Coulomb's law,20 
(1.66) 
where qA and q8 are atomic charges, RAE is the interatomic distance, and D is the 
effective dielectric constant of the solvent. However, the function may be modified 
to include dipole-dipole and point charge-dipole interactions. Once the functional 
form of a molecular mechanics force field is defined, the empirical parameters can be 
defined through fitting of experimental or ab initio data. 
Molecular mechanics methods are significantly less computationally expensive 
than Hartree-Fock theory, even when the most elaborate force fields are used. Such 
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computational speed allows for the study of extremely large systems, such as proteins 
and nanoclusters, and their dynamics. These models and simulations allow for the 
extraction of data which is currently impossible to obtain for such systems using elec-
tronic structure methods. The development of force fields for specific systems leads to 
molecular mechanics models that agree quite well with experiment. However, when 
force fields are applied to systems for which t hey were not trained, the results are 
normally unreliable. A new approach to empirically modelling molecular systems is 
introduced in Chapter 5, which includes the electrons in the energy expression. 
The development of Simulated Electronic Structure Theory, which is discussed in 
Chapter 5, is a result of deriving new properties of the Hartree-Fock wave function. 
These new properties are the average interparticle distances; the average distance be-
tween two electrons and the average distance between an electron and a nucleus. Such 
properties are derived from first and second moment operators (Section 1) and are 
found to be related to the molecular orbital energy components of the Hartree-Fock 
wave function, Chapters 3 and 4. These relationships then lead to the development 
of Simulated Electronic Structure Theory. However, the first and second moment 
operators are first used to define a theoretical measure of the size and shape of a 
molecule or substituent, Chapter 2. Yet, the average distance between two electrons 
was first derived in an effort to create a new approach to the correlation problem 
which is discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Chapter 2 
Quantum mechanical size and 
steric hindrance 
1 Introduction 
The shape and size of a molecule or substituent can be very influential on its 
physical and chemical properties. A predominant topic concerning substituent shape 
and size is steric hindrance. There are various methods that quantify steric effects, 
however the result often varies with the method. While geometry provides important 
insight into how a substituent may interact sterically, it does not provide a quantita-
tive measure of steric interaction. Therefore, most methods quantify the steric effects 
of substituents in terms of energy. The first steric constant, Es, was defined by Taft1 
from a modified version of the Hammett equation.2 
kx 
Es = log( ko) 
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(2.1) 
Taft's Es values are determined from the reaction rates, kx, of acid hydrolysis of 
substituted aliphatic esters, XCOOR, and the reaction rate, k0 , of acid hydrolysis of 
the ester CH3COOR averaged over four different reaction conditions.3 However, soon 
after the introduction of E8 , it was noticed that electronic effects, such as polar and 
resonance effects, were included in the steric constant. Various modifications have 
been made to Taft's Es in effort to eliminate electronic effects and determine steric 
constants which are more generally applicable.3 Dubois defined the Taft-Dubois steric 
parameter E's in the same manner as Es, however the rates were measured using only 
one standard reaction, the acid catalyzed esterfication of carboxylic acids at 40°C in 
methanoL4 Hancock et al. modified the definition of Es to account for the effect of 
hyperconjugation, 3 
E~ = Es + 0.306(N - 3) , (2.2) 
where N is the number of a-hydrogens. Another modification of Es was presented by 
Unger and Hansch. They define ES(X) = E8 (CH2X), which corrects for electronic 
contributions.3 While these steric parameters are widely used, they are defined from 
a single type of reaction and hence are only moderately successful at predicting steric 
effects in general. 
An alternative method to determining the steric effect of a substituent is through 
the energetics of conformational processes. The advantage of such an approach is that 
it avoids many other effects of a substituent that may be encountered in a chemical 
reaction, which are impossible to exclude. The simplest example is Anderson's ? -
values which involve the rotation around the C-C bond in ethanes.5 However, bond 
length and geometry can have a large influence on the lateral interaction between 
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the substituent of interest and the substit uents on the neighbouring carbon atom, 
which leads to unreliable steric information. Similar disadvantages are shared with 
A-values.6 The A-value for a substituent X is defined as 
RTlnK 
A-value(kcal mol- 1) = -6.G0 = 
1000 
, (2.3) 
where K is the equilibrium constant for the equatorial and axial isomers of the mono-
substituted cyclohexane. Like ?-values, factors such as bond length and the shape 
of the substituent lead to A-values that do not always correlate well with the spatial 
requirement of the substituent. A solut ion to such a problem may be the design of 
a conformational process which involves a more multi-dimensional interaction with 
the substituent, such as the topomerization process shown in Figure 2. 1. 7 The ring 
Figure 2.1. Topomerization of phane system with intra-annular substituent, X, used to determine 
n-values. 7 
inversion of this system is used to determine the steric parameter, n-value7 of X. 
The n-value is defined as the value of n such that !J.G~ = 15 kcal mol-1 . While the 
idea behind the n-value as a measure of the size of a substituent is promising, the 
application does have flaws. The determination of t hen-values involves interpolation 
or extrapolation to f(n) = tJ.G~ = 15 kcal mol-l, approximating f(n) as linear. Yet, 
despite the flaws and small number of data points, relatively good results can be 
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obtained.7 While there are various methods to quantify the spatial requirement of a 
substituent, steric hindrance does not necessarily correlate perfectly with the shape, 
and size or volume of a substituent. 
Perhaps the oldest and most popular method to determine the volume of a molecule 
is through the atoms in molecules approach. By using the average radii of atoms in 
different cnvironmcnts,8• 9 determined by kinetic gas theory or X-ray crystallography, 
the shape and volume of molecules can be approximated.8 Since the idea was intro-
duced in the 1960s, there have been several algorithms developed for the calculation 
of the molecular volumes of many different types of compounds. One of the more 
recent algorithms, by Gavezzotti, 10 is capable of dealing with complicated structures 
such as cage compounds and inclusion compounds in crystalline matrices. These 
empirical calculations are widely used. However, the use of quantum mechanics to 
calculate molecular volumes is an alternative. In 1967 Bader et al. determined the 
size and shape of first row homonuclear diatomic molecules from outer contours of the 
Hartree-Fock electron density distributionY Once the theory of atoms in molecules 
had advanced, such as the aforementioned volume algorithms, along with computa-
tional methods, determining molecular shapes and sizes was once again investigated 
by Bader et al. 12 The molecular shapes and volumes agreed well with the correspond-
ing van der Waals volumes using isodensity contours of 0.001 a.u. and 0.002 a.u .. It 
was also found that the properties of various atoms and functional groups were trans-
ferable from molecule to molecule, especially in the case of normal hydrocarbons.12 
Another method of calculating size using quantum mechanics was introduced by 
Csizmadia et al. 13 when studying localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) . A theoretical 
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definition of the size of an electron pair, (ri)Ra, is given as 
(2.4) 
where Ra is the centroid of charge of the LMO, 
(2.5) 
calculated at some point R0 . While this definition cannot describe entire substituents, 
it can be successfully applied to bonds and lone pairs.13 Later Csizmadia focused on 
the components of (r2 ), (x2 ), (y2), and (z2 ) , to define the shape of an electron pair.14 
The second moment tensor of an LMO with respect to its own centroid of charge was 
defined as, 
[(x2 )o- (x)5] [(xy)o- (x)o(Y)o] [(xz)o- (x)o(z)o] 
n = [(y2)o- (y)5] [(yz)o - (y)o(z)o] (2.6) 
[ (z2)o - (z)5J 
It is suggested that if the tensor is diagonalized, 
(x'2 ) 0 0 
u+nu= (y'2) 0 (2.7) 
(z'2) 
then the diagonal values, (x12 ), (y12), and (z'2 ) are aligned with the axes of an ellipsoid 
which describes the shape of the LMO. A similar calculation could be applied to an 
entire molecule. Analogous to the definition of the second moment tensor of an 
electron pair, the second moment tensor of a molecule can be defined so that when 
diagonalized , the diagonal values are the major and minor axes of an ellipsoid in 
which the molecule is inscribed. The process can then be taken a step further , by 
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calculating the average radius of the ellipsoid and its volume. Such an approximation 
to molecular volume is calculated from expectation values of the Hartree-Fock wave 
function and is much less time consuming than tracing a three-dimensional contour 
around a molecule. The radii and volumes determined for different substituents can 
then be used to predict steric effects. 
2 Theory 
2.1 The origin invariant electronic second moment tensor of a molecule 
The second moment tensor of a molecule calculated at some point r0 = (x0 , y0 , z0 ), 
is given as 
(.r2)r0 (xy )r0 (.rz )ro 
S = (Y2 ),.o (yz)ro (2.8) 
(z2)ro 
Expectation values of the form (i.i), i = .r, y, or z and j = .r, y, or z, are defined as 
follows, 
(ij) = J w*(r)ij\ll(r)dr , (2.9) 
where W is the Hartree-Fock wave function. It is seen that the second moment tensor 
depends on the origin and hence a standard origin should be chosen, such as the center 
of nuclear charge. However, the second moment tensor can become origin invariant 
if it is defined in the following manner, 
S = 
(:r;2) (.ry) (xz) 
(y2) (yz) 
(z2) 
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(2.10) 
where 
( ~.) _ (. ") (i)ra (j)ra t) - t) ra- N i = x, y, or z and j = x, y or z , (2.11) 
N is the number of electrons and r a is an arbitrary origin. The tensor S is a real 
symmetric matrix and therefore can be diagonalized yielding a principal coordinate 
system. 
(2.12) 
0 
S'= 0 (2.13) 
The eigenvalues, (x'2) , (y12 ) and (z'2) , correspond to the principal axes of the electronic 
second moment of the molecule, Q, and can be associated with the major and minor 
axes of an ellipsoid. The geometric average, R, of these axes is given by 
(2.14) 
and the volume of the ellipsoid, V , is 
(2.15) 
3 Method 
Calculation of the origin invariant second moment tensor, and diagonalization 
were performed using the MUNgauss program.15 All calculations, with the exception 
of HI, were performed at HF/6-31G(d)/ /HF/6-31G(d). The double zeta Huzinaga 
basis set for iodine16 was used for calculations on HI. Geometries were optimized 
using Gaussian03. 17 
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4 Results and Discussion 
4.1 Molecular Shape and Volume 
The eigenvalues of the second moment tensor, S, the average radius, R, and the 
molecular volume, V, for each molecule studied are given in Table 2.1. 
In an effort to investigate the validity of this method, the radii of the hydrides 
were compared to the corresponding van der Waals8 and Bragg-Slater9 atomic radii 
(Figure 2.2). The average radii of the hydrides correlate very well with both the 
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Figure 2.2. Comparison of average radii of hydrides to van der Waals and Bragg-Slater radii 
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van der Waals (R2 = 0.916) and Bragg-Slater (R2 = 0.910) atomic radii. Most 
of the observed scatter is due to the number of hydrogens bonded to each atom. 
Negative deviations are seen with HF, HCl and HBr, whereas NH3 , CH4 , and PH3 
deviate positively. An exception to this trend is the van der Waals radius of Si, which 
is underestimated by R of SiH4 , although, when comparing R to the Bragg-Slater 
radius, the expected positive deviation is seen. While the radii predicted from the 
electronic second moment have been compared to experimentally determined values, 
the molecular volumes will be compared to an alternative computational method. 
The molecular volume approximated by the second moment ellipsoid, V, and the 
molecular volumes enclosed by isodensity contours (p = 0.001 and p = 0.002 a.u.),12 
VP, were compared and there is certainly a relationship between the two measures of 
molecular volume. However, for small molecules (Vp < 35 cm3mol- 1 , p = 0.002 a.u.), 
V underestimates Vp, and as molecules become larger V increasingly overestimates 
VP . The growth of V relative to VP is mainly due to the nature of the second moment 
operator, -(2 . As the dimensions of a molecule increase, second moment expectation 
values increase in a quadratic fashion. Despite the differences in the behaviour of the 
two measures of molecular volume, good agreement was found through the equation 
( - )b v V =a P 1 cm3mol- 1 (2.16) 
The values of a and b, when an isodensity contour of 0.001 a.u. is used to determine 
VP, are a = 9.4 ± 0. 7 cm3mol- 1 and b = 0.331 ± 0.012 with R2 = 0.977. For p = 0.002 
a.u., the values are a = 7.3 ± 0.5 cm3mol- 1 and b = 0.338 ± 0.011 with R2 = 0.982. 
The values of b, b ~ ~,suggest a simpler relationship exists between VP and R, which 
is the case (Figure 4.2) . 
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The Bader volume of a molecule, VP, is proportional to the average radius of the 
origin invariant electronic second moment. 
(2.17) 
Slightly better agreement is seen with Vp=o.oo2 a.u., where a= 5.45±0.15 cm3mol-1bohr-1 
and R2 = 0.982. When R is related to Vp=o.oo1 a .u., a = 6.6 ± 0 .2 cm3mol-1bohr-1 
and R2 = 0.977. The largest deviation from this relationship (Equation 2.17), for 
p = 0.002 a.u. and p = 0.001 a.u. , is the Bader volume of ethyne. Using iso-
density contours, the following relationship is observed; Vp(CH2CH2 ) < Vp(CHCH) < 
Vp(CH3CH3 ). However, the electronic second moment predicts V(CHCH) < V(CH2CH2 ) < 
V(CH3CH3 ). Hence it appears that the two methods apply different weights to dif-
fuse 1r-bond density and the density surrounding terminal hydrogens. Yet, while the 
two methods differ greatly in complexity of calculation, they correlate quite well via 
Equation 2.17. 
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TABLE 2.1: Molecular shape and volume from origin invariant electronic second moment 
(HF /6-31G(d)//HF /6-31G(d)) 
Molecule (x'2) (y'2) (z'2) R_a i/b Vp=O.OOI a. u. c Vp=0.002 a.u. d 
(a.u .) (a.u.) (a.u.) (a.u .) (cm3mol - 1 ) (cm3mol- 1 ) (cm3mol- 1 ) 
H2 1.507 1.507 2.151 1.303 0.83 10.75 7.78 
HF 4.011 4.011 5.101 2.085 3.39 10.90 8.91 
HCl 10.434 10.434 13.417 3.357 14.14 24.16 18.97 
HBr 15.008 15.008 18.504 4.012 24. 13 
HI 22.933 22.933 28.108 4.954 45.45 
H20 6.265 5.357 7.113 2.491 5.78 15.63 12.54 
NH3 9.156 7.571 9.156 2.931 9.42 20.20 15.88 
CH4 11.817 11.817 11.817 3.438 15.19 25.53 19.58 
BH3 14.520 5.173 14.520 3.208 12.34 
N2 7.570 7.570 23.211 3.316 13.63 20.61 16.68 
F 2 6.862 6.862 35.461 3.444 15.28 17.18 14.04 
co 7.351 7.351 24.169 3.306 13.51 21.10 16.62 
C02 10.748 10.748 89.487 4.667 38.01 25.88 21.20 
so2 17.474 14.722 135.731 5.717 69.85 33.10 27.20 
HCN 8.600 8.600 31.016 3.632 17.90 25.18 20.07 
HCP 14.665 14.665 62.507 4.876 43.34 36.66 29.78 
H2S 15.447 12.470 15.883 3.810 20.68 
PH a 18.651 17.782 18.651 4.285 29.40 33.95 26.43 
SiH4 22.779 22.779 22.779 4.773 40.64 
HN02 21.222 11.504 80.515 5.195 52.41 
CHF3 89.557 24.394 89.557 7.619 165.34 
CHOOH 25.834 12.333 93.234 5.565 64.43 
CH30H 16.714 15.712 50.256 4.861 42.94 
ClhO 14.636 8.512 35.846 4.058 24.98 
CH3SH 25.738 22.546 96.426 6.185 88.43 
tmns-CHOOCH3 38.764 22.553 226.840 7.636 166.47 
cis-CHOOCH3 65.532 22.442 162.418 7.877 182.69 
ethane 22.062 22.062 65.160 5.626 66.57 39.54 31.10 
ethenc 21.047 11.432 48.943 4.770 40.56 25.46 20.45 
ethyne 9.901 9.901 39.408 3.961 23.23 36.37 28.70 
propane 50.001 32.376 144.150 7.846 180.57 53.64 42.76 
cyclopropane 61.816 31.134 61.816 7.013 128.94 45.85 36.69 
butane 63.342 42.694 318.801 9.756 347.09 67.64 54.34• 
isobutane 152.575 48.722 152.579 10.212 398.11 67.21 54.53 
pentane 85.211 53.002 579.953 11.741 604.98 81.56 65.96 
ncopentane 161.286 160.288 168.659 12.782 780.56 80.78 65.95 
hexane 99.825 63.310 974.114 13.538 927.49 95.71 77.62• 
cyclohexane( chair) 258.689 74.030 258.691 13.057 832.02 84.70 69.35 
cyclohexane( twisted-boat) 245.442 82.461 258.837 13.179 855.58 84.70 69.35 
a Defined by Equation 2.14 
b Defined by Equation 2.15 
c,d Reference 12 (Table I) 
e Values calculated using Table III in reference 12, values in Table I have an error. 
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4.2 Steric Effects 
It is evident that the origin invariant electronic second moment tensor, S, is a 
valid property for determining the size of a molecule. The question is now asked, 
can S be used to predict the steric effects of substituents? For a substituent X, the 
electronic second moment of the corresponding HX molecule is used. The relationship 
between Rand the Unger and Hansch modified Taft steric constant,3 E5, is presented 
in Figure 2.4. There is a relationship between the modified Taft constant, E5, and 
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Figure 2.4. Relationship between the electronic second moment average radius, R, and the modified 
Taft steric constant, E$.3 
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R, but there are some significant deviations. For halogens, and first row hydrides the 
linear relationship is followed quite closely. However, when a substituent is of the 
form, X = Y-Z, such as X = C=N, O-CH3 , 0-N-0, and S-CH3 , R overestimates 
E'f;. The one significant positive deviation involves ethene, where R predicts a much 
smaller steric effect . When steric factors are measured via a chemical reaction there 
are several variables involved, including the conformation of the substituent during 
the rate determining step. It is noticed that theE'S values for X = OCH3 and OHare 
both -0.55, and the values for X = SCH3 and SH are both -1.07. In those cases it is 
evident that the reaction is affected by the 0 and the S and not the entire substituent 
as measured by R. In the case of ethene, the conformation of the vinyl substituent 
may directly interfere with the rate determining step resulting in a very large E'!; 
value. It appears that while R correlates moderately well with E'f;, it is necessary to 
consider the type of substituent and how it may affect the hydrolysis reaction. 
In the case of halogens, there are ?-values available for comparison.7 A plot of R 
against the ?-values of the halogens and hydrogen is given in Figure 2.5. As expected, 
R predicts the same trend among these substituents. However, the relationship is not 
quite linear and difficult to determine with few data points. There is more data 
available for the more extensive measure of the spatial requirement of substituents, 
n-values. 
The n-values for various substituents, X, were also plotted against the average 
radius R of molecules HX (Figure 2.6). The n-values for the substituents studied 
correlate quite well with R, R2 = 0.849. The only significant deviation involves 
N02 , where R predicts a larger n-value than what is observed experimentally. For 
all other substituents, R predicts the same order of spatial requirement. During 
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a conformational process as the one described in Figure 2.1, other effects, such as 
electronic effects, are minimized but are still present and these eft cts vary among 
substituents. While the determination of n-values is quite successful with few data 
points and linear interpolation of 6-G! = 15 kcal mol-1 , it is possible that N02 
interacts favourably with the aliphatic chain, resulting in a relatively lower n-value. 
The tensor S, and the value R provide purely steric information, therefore when 
compared with experimental measures, deviations will be observed when other effect 
become significant. 
5 Conclusions 
The origin invariant electronic second moment tensor, S, is a valid measure of 
molecular size and consequently the spatial requirement of a substituent. There are 
several pre-existing methods for determining such values, both experimentally and 
computationally. The shape and size of a molecule as defined here correlates well with 
many of these pre-existing methods and is relatively easy to compute. The tensor 
consists of one electron expectation values which require far less complex and extensive 
calculations than existing quantum mechanical approaches. In most cases, the square 
root of the geometric average of the eigenvalues of S, R, cau predict the steric effects 
of substituents as described by the modified Taft E$, ? -values, and n-values. While 
there are some deviations, consideration of the substituents being compared may 
lead to better estimates. Also, the shape as described by the principal axes of the 
second moment tensor, (x'2 ), (y'2) and (z'2), could be applied specifically when certain 
interactions are expected in a chemical reaction or conformational process. 
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Chapter 3 
An interesting relationship 
between interelectronic distance 
and the corresponding Coulomb 
integral 
1 I ntroduction 
In wave function theory, the electronic energy, E, is given as an expectation value 
(3.1), 
(3.1) 
where '11 is the wave function, with (wJw) = 1, and f-1 is the electronic Hamiltonian, 
in atomic units (3.2). 
A N 1 2 N M ZA N N 1 
H =- L 2\li- LL -;- + LL~ 
i=l i=l A=l tA i=l j>i tJ 
(3.2) 
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The electronic Hamiltonian consists of a kinetic energy operator, a nuclear attrac-
tion potential energy operator, and an electron-electron potential energy operator, 
2:~1 2:1~i / . For the Hartree-Fock wave function, a single Slater determinant , the ., 
energy, EHF, of the system is given as, 
N/2 N/2 N/2 
EHF = 2 L haa + LL2Jab- Kab (3.3) 
a=l a= l b=l 
The above expression is for a closed shell system, N electrons occupying N /2 molec-
ular orbitals. The haa terms are one-electron integrals representing the kinetic and 
nuclear attraction potential energy. The lab and I<ab terms are the two-electron 
Coulomb and exchange integrals, respectively, for an electron in molecular orbital a, 
and an electron in molecular orbital b. The Coulomb integral, .lab, is of particular 
importance to this discussion and it is given as, 
where '1/Ja and '1/Jb are molecular orbitals (spatial orbitals), r 1 and r2 are the position 
vectors of the two electrons, and r12 is the distance between the two electrons. The 
distance between two electrons is a quantity that does not appear in the wave function 
itself. This leads to the drawback of Hartree-Fock theory, the failure to account for 
electron correlation. There are several theories that attempt to account for electron 
correlation such as configuration interaction and perturbation theory, which begin 
with the Hartree-Fock wave function. However , an alternative approach is the use of 
a wave function constructed from two-electron functions. 
In most theories, two-electron wave functions are created by the addition, or 
multiplication, of a single r 12 term. In 1929, Hylleraas constructed a correlated wave 
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function , with an r 12 term, for the calculation of the energy of the helium atom.1 In 
1948, Frost et al. used a binomial term of the form (l +pr12), where pis a constant, to 
construct correlated molecular orbitals. 2 There is also a form of MP2 theory, MP2-
R12, which incorporates an r 12 term into the unperturbed wave function which is 
expanded in partial waves.3 Unfortunately, the disadvantage to using two-electron 
functions is the complications they cause in the calculation of energies and other 
propert ies of molecules. At this time, a practical implementation of these "correlated 
methods" has not been developed despite various attempts. 
Accounting for electron correlation is the main focus of most applications of 
the"interelectronic" 2 distance. However, construction of a two-electron wave func-
tion may not be the only route. The application of an "interelectronic" distance, 
calculated from one-electron expectation values, to the electron correlation problem 
may also be a possibility. 
Relat ing one-electron properties of a wave function to the energy of the system is 
not a new idea. There have been various investigations into the relationship between 
the second moment and different energy components of atoms and molecules.4- 8 The 
second moment, (r2 ) , of a system is related to its "size" .9 A theoretical definition of 
the "size" of an electron pair associated with a Localized MO (LMO), (r~)Ra, is given 
as (3.5),9 
(3.5) 
where Ra is the centroid of charge of the LMO, 
(3.6) 
calculated at some point R0 . 
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Through various4-6 studies, the following relationship was found between the or-
bital energy, Ei, of a LMO and its size, 
(3.7) 
where m is a fitted constant.6 Although core LMOs followed the above relationship, 
there are significant deviations among the bonding and valence LMOs.6 The corre-
lation energy, Ecorr, for atoms and ions was found to be related to the total second 
moment by the equation 
(3.8) 
where Z is t he nuclear charge and "(, u, and k are constants optimized for each 
isoelectronic series of ions.7 Another relationship involving the size of individual 
LMOs, (r2)i, and the correlation energy was also found , (3.9).8 
M 
Ecorr = - 0.06593 L (r2)i0"1958 
i=l 
(3.9) 
The concept of size applies to MOs and entire systems, yet it is well known that 
correlation occurs between electrons occupying different MOs. This is an instance 
in which the concept of size has no meaning. However, distance applies to all pairs 
of electrons. This is, in part, why we propose the idea of the distance between two 
electrons, and also because of the simplicity of its calculation. 
2 Theory 
2.1 The Distance Between Two Electrons, (6r12)ab 
Given the Cartesian coordinates of two electrons, r 1 
(x2 , y2 , z2), the distance between the two, r 12 , is given as 
(3.10) 
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The above expression can then be expanded to give 
(3.11) 
Now consider two electrons, one occupying molecular orbital a, and another occu-
pying molecular orbital b. We define the distance between these two electrons by 
substituting expectation values of molecular orbitals a and b for the corresponding 
Cartesian coordinate values in equation (3.11). These expectation values have the 
form; 
(3.12) 
where i = x, y, or z, and k = 1 or 2, and the distance between an electron in molecular 
orbital a and an electron in molecular orbital b, ( <5r12)ab, is given as, 
(x2)a + (x2)b- 2(x)a(X)b 
+ (y2)a + (y2)b - 2(y)a(Y)b 
+(z2)a + (z2)b- 2(z)a(z)b 
(3.13) 
For two electrons occupying the same molecular orbital (a = b), equation (3.13) 
reduces to 
2(x2)a- 2(x)~ 
+2(y2)a - 2(y)~ = ..J2J(r2)a - (r)~, 
+2(z2)a - 2(z)~ 
(3.14) 
which is the root mean square deviation of the position of an electron in molecular 
orbital a, multiplied by ../2. It should also be noted that the distance between two 
electrons, as we have defined, is invariant with respect to the select d origin. Consider 
the origin to be some point r0 = (x0, Yo , zo ), then (6r12)ab becomes 
(<5rl2)ab = V((x + xo)2)a + ((x + xo)2)b- 2((x + xo))a(Cc + xo))b + ... 
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(6r12)ab = V(x2 + x6 + 2xxo)a + (x2 + x6 + 2xxo)b- 2( (x)a + xo)( (x)b + xo) + ... 
(x2)a + (x2)b + 2xo(x)a + 2xo(x)b + 2x6 
-2(x)a (x)b- 2xo(x)a- 2xo(x)b- 2x6 + ... 
(6r12)ab = J(x2)a + (x2)b- 2(x)a(x)b + ... 
3 Method 
All calculations were performed using the MUN gauss program.1° For the two-
electron systems studied, singlet calculations were performed at the restricted Hartree-
Fock(RHF) level of theory, while unrestricted Hartree-Fock(UHF) theory was used 
for the triplet calculations. Both the triplet and singlet calculations, for He to NeB+ 
were performed using the 6-31G basis set and a lOs uncontracted Huzinaga basis 
set(H10s),11 which is optimized for He. For He, singlet and triplet calculations were 
also performed with the 6-311G basis set. For all the systems with more than two 
electrons, calculations were performed at RHF/6-31G(d)/ /RHF/6-31G(d) . In the 
case of the four and ten electron systems, calculations were also performed using 
LMOs, which were obtained via the Boys localization method.12 
4 Results and Discussion 
4.1 Behaviour of (6r12)ab 
The behaviour of (6r12 )ab is demonstrated by the values calculated for a series of 
two-electron species, from He to Ne8+, both in the singlet and triplet states. Plots of 
the singlet and triplet data are given in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2 respectively. For 
the singlet systems the distance between the two electrons decreases smoothly with 
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increasing atomic charge, which is what would be expected intuitively. Also, there 
is no significant difference between the ( <5r12)ab values calculated with different basis 
sets. Although it should be noted that there is a slight decrease in all ( <5r12)ab values 
when the larger HlOs basis set is used. It should also be noted that in the case of two 
electrons occupying the same MO, (<5T12)aa is equivalent to the square root of the size, 
defined by Csizmadia et. al} multiplied by J2. For the triplet systems, where the 
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F igure 3.1. (6r12)ab of two-electron singlet systems wit h varying nuclear charge. 
electrons now occupy two different orbitals, the (<5T12)ab values behave similarly to the 
singlet systems (Figure 3.2) , but are much more sensitive to basis set. At UHF / 6-31G 
triplet He has an ( <5r·12)ab value of 1.942 bohr, which is much lower than the trend 
predicts (Figure 3.2) . This is most likely due to the inadequacy of the 6-31G basis set 
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for He, which has only two s-type functions, as compared to the first row elements, 
which have threes-type functions. The He (6r12 )ab value at UHF /6-311G, 2.269 bohr, 
is significantly larger than the UHF /6-31G value albeit still quite far from the trend. 
For the large lOs basis set, the (6r12 )ab values are consistently lower than the 6-31G 
values, with the exception of He. The (6r12 )ab value for He with the HlOs basis set 
is only slightly lower than the trend predicts, which is likely due to the fact that the 
basis set is optimized for singlet He. 
The general behaviour of the distance between two electrons, as given by ( 6r12 )ab, 
is what would be expected from an intuitive standpoint. It should also be noted that 
as expected ( 6r12 )~;plet > ( 6r12 )~;gtet, and for triplet systems, the value of ( c5r12)ab is 
quite dependent on basis set. The behaviour of ( 6r12 )ab suggests that some relation-
ship should also exist between (6r12 )ab and the corresponding Coulomb integral, lab· 
However, the relationship is found to be surprisingly good. 
4.2 Relationship with the two-electron Coulomb integral, lab 
The two-electron Coulomb integral, defined by equation (5.12), contains the electron-
electron potential operator, ..l., and if thought of in the classical sense, involving two 
TL2 
point charges, a relationship with the distance between two electrons is expected 
to some extent. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the somewhat complex two-electron 
Coulomb integral has a direct linear relationship with the rather simple ( 6r12)ab value, 
which is constructed of one-electron, dipole and second moment operators. The re-
lationship is given by the equation lab = -(, a) , which has the expected limits, 
ur12 ab 
( 6r12)ab ---+ oo => lab ---+ 0 and ( 6r12)ab ---+ 0 => l ab ---+ oo. For the two-electron singlet 
systems studied, He to e8+, a = 1.53 ± 0.01 bohr hartrees with both the 6-31G 
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basis set and the H10s basis set, with R2 values of 0.9997 and 0.9996 respectively. 
For the more basis set sensitive triplet systems, a = 4.1 ± 0.2 bohr hartrees with 
the 6-31G basis set and a = 4.12 ± 0.07 bohr hartrees with the H10s basis set. The 
corresponding R2 values are 0.9907 and 0.9981. The only major deviations from the 
relationship, for the two-electron systems, are the values corresponding to triplet He 
(Figure 3.4), which is due to the inadequacy of the 6-31G basis set, and the H10s basis 
set which is specifically optimized for He. Although the a values for the singlet and 
triplet states are quite different , the relationship is followed quite closely, as indicated 
by the R2 values. This linear relationship extends beyond two-electron atoms and 
ions, and pairs of electrons in the same MO. 
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Systems of up to 58 electrons (uracil) were studied, and the same relationship 
was found between the distance between two electrons in given MOs, (br12 )ab, and 
the corresponding Coulomb integral, Jab , regardless of whether the electrons occupy 
the same MO or not. The relationship in four-electron systems (Be, LiH) and ten-
electron systems (Ne, HF, H20 , H3 , and CH4) is illustrated in Figure 3.5. The 
values of (br12 )ab and Jab calculated using LMOs are also included in this plot, which 
illustrates the existence of the relationship J ab = -(. a ) for both canonical and local-
u>'i2 ab 
ized molecular orbitals. For CMOs the value of a is 1.56 ± 0.01 bohr hartrees, with 
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F igure 3.5. Relationship between (6r12 )ab and corresponding Coulomb integral, lab, for systems 
of four and ten electrons, calculated at HF/ 6-31G(d) using CMOs and LMOs. 
R2 = 0.9988. When LMO values are used there is a slight difference in the value of 
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a, a = 1.669 ± 0.024 bohr hartrees, with similar correlation, R2 = 0.9869. It is seen 
that there is little deviation from the relationship for these atoms and single heavy 
atom hydrides (Figure 3.5). However for larger molecules, such as carbon dioxide, 
propane and uracil, there is more deviation. The relationship between (6T12 )ab and 
lab , for all the systems (except the triplet systems), is shown in Figure 3.6. The linear 
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Figure 3.6. Relationship between (61·12)ab and corresponding Coulomb integral , lab, for all systems, 
calculated at HF/6-31G(d). 
relationship was determined to be lab = -(" a) , with a = 1.56 ± 0.01 bohr hartrees, 
UT!2 ab 
and R2 = 0.9080. The vast majority of deviations observed are positive deviations in 
which the ( 6r12 )ab value is large in comparison to the corresponding lab value. These 
deviations involve core electrons which are delocalized over two or more centres, such 
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as the core carbon electrons of propane. In these cases, it appears that the delocal-
ization causes the core electrons to experience more Coulombic repulsion from each 
other while maintaining a relatively large distance between them, as compared to the 
valence electrons. If the delocalized core-core electron pairs are removed from the 
plot, the value of a becomes 1.548 ± 0.004 bohr hartrees, with an R2 value of 0.9882. 
The delocalized core electrons account for the majority of the large deviations, while 
some smaller deviations are seen with the valence-core electron pairs. However, lo-
calized core and valence electron pairs of molecules, and all electron pairs of atoms 
and hydrides, follow the relationship very closely. 
5 Conclusions 
The relationship between the Coulomb integral, Jab, and our recently formulated 
distance between two electrons, ( 8r12 )ab, is followed extremely well by all electron 
pairs except core electrons delocalized over several nuclei. The relationship is also 
found to hold under a similarity transformation of the molecular orbitals, such as 
localization. The fact that a two-electron property, such as the Coulomb integral, 
can be closely approximated by a function of one-electron properties is intriguing 
and encourages the investigation of one-electron operators for other purposes, such 
as accounting for electron correlation. Also, in the case of the core electrons, it may 
be possible to incorporate a delocalization term to account for the deviations which 
are observed. If so, the relationship may prove to be more universal and useful. 
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Chapter 4 
Properties and applications of the 
average interparticle dist ance 
1 Introduction 
It is generally useful to have simple physical interpretations of the theoretical 
electronic structure of a molecule. Specifically, the classification of molecular orbitals 
(MOs) as bonds, cores, and lone pairs, provides a picture of the electronic structure 
which is easily understood. Such a picture is obtained through localization of molec-
ular orbitals. 1• 2 The molecular orbitals obtained through solving the Hartree-Fock 
equations are known as canonical molecular orbitals (CMOs) and , while they collec-
tively exhibit the symmetry of the molecule (belong to irreducible representations), 
they are delocalized over several atoms. However, molecular orbitals may be localized 
by a unitary transformation using methods such as Boys1 or Ruedenberg-Edmiston2 
localization. The localized molecular orbitals (LMOs) may then be used to investigate 
properties of a molecule which are not as conspicuous in CMOs. 
Following the introduction and development of molecular orbital localization meth-
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ods, interesting properties of these orbitals were investigated and used to describe 
chemical phenomena. In 1973, Robb, Haines, and Csizmadia used LMOs to define 
the "size" of an electron pair, 3 ( r 2 ) Ra . 
( 4.1) 
where r 2 is the second moment operator, '1/Ja is a doubly occupied LMO, and Ra is 
the centroid of charge of the LMO, 
(4.2) 
calculated at some point Ro = (x0 , y0 , z0 ). Csizmadia also provided a definition of 
the shape of an LM0.4 The second moment tensor of an LMO, n, with respect to its 
own centroid of charge, is defined as 
[ (x2 )o - (x )~] [ (xy )o - (x )o (y )o] [ (xz )o - (x )o (z)o] 
0= 
Diagonalizing the tensor, 
u+nu= 
[(yz)o- (y)o(z)o] 
[(z2)o- (z)~] 
(x'2 ) 0 0 
(y'2) 0 
(z'2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
results in three eigenvalues, (x'2 ), (y'2 ), and (z'2 ) which can be associated with the 
axes of an ellipsoid that describes the shape of the LMO. Although the shape of an 
LMO may have chemical implications, it is the size of an LMO which has been related 
to various other properties of molecules. 
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It has been found that the size of a localized molecular orbital can be related to 
different molecular energy components. In 1975, the size of an atomic orbital, (r2)i, 
was related to the orbital energy, Ei, by an equation of the form 
(4.5) 
where m and b are fitting parameters.5 The same equation was later extended to 
molecules, relating LMO energies to their size.6 Correlation energy was also found 
to be related to the size of an atom or molecule. A relationship between correlation 
energy, Ecorr, and the total size of an atom, (r2 ), is given by 
(4.6) 
where Z is the nuclear charge and 1, k, and a are constants optimized for each 
isoelectronic series of ions. 7 In contrast, the total correlation energy of a molecule is 
related to LMO size, (r2 )i, by the equation(in a.u.) 
M 
Ecorr = - 0.06593 L (r2 )i0"1958 , (4.7) 
i=l 
where M is the total number of MOs.8 The relationships between LMO size and 
orbital energy and correlation energy may not appear obvious; however, a relationship 
between LMO size and steric effects should be expected. 
When Robb et al. defined the size of an electron pair,3 they also investigated 
the energetics of rotation about the CO bond in FCH20H as related to the size of 
the LMOs. Later, the size of an LMO was used to investigate stereochemistry in 
Diels-Alder reactions. Poirier et al. were able to predict facial selectivity in Diels-
Alder reactions of 5-substituted 1,3-cyclopentadienes using a steric factor, Sex/ Rex ,9 
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where X is the substituent, Sex is the size of the C5-X bond, and Rex is the distance 
between the centroid of the bond to C5. 
The size of an LMO, which is calculated using first and second moment operators, 
can model properties which require much more extensive calculation , such as orbital 
energy and correlation energy. Also, this easily calculated property enables the theo-
retical prediction of complex stereochemistry which would be much more difficult by 
any other method , if not impossible. Such an idea can be extended to molecules and 
functional groups. Using a definition similar to the size and shape of an LMO, the 
size and shape of a molecule or functional group can be defined, which also provides a 
means of calculating molecular volume. 10 On the other hand, the definiton of the size 
of an LMO can also be generalized to include MO pairs, which may be regarded as an 
interelectronic distance.U Furthermore, the interelectronic distance may be modified 
to represent electron-nuclear distance. In either case, the first and second moment 
operators prove quite useful for modeling molecular properties. 
2 Theoretical definition of the shape and size of a molecule or functional 
group 
Similar to the second moment tensor of an LMO (Equation 4.3), the second mo-
ment tensor of a molecule, S , calculated at some point To = (xo, ·yo, zo), is given 
as 
S= 
(x2)r0 (xy)r0 (xz)r0 
(y2)ro (yz)ro 
(z2)ro 
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(4.8) 
where each element of the tensor is an expectation value of the electronic wave func-
tion. It is seen that the tensor is dependent on the selected origin, r 0 , and conse-
quently the orientation of the molecule. The origin-dependence is removed by defining 
an origin invariant second moment tensor, S. 10 
where 
S= 
(x2) (xy) (xz) 
(y2) (yz) 
(z2) 
( :--.) _ ( .. ) ( i)ra (j)ra t) - t) Ta- N i = x, y, or z and j = x, y or z , 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
N is the number of electrons and r a is an arbitrary origin. The form of (i]) is similar 
to that seen in a connected moments expansion (CMX) of the energy or some other 
property of a wave function. 12 Also, like the second moment tensor of an LMO 
(Equation 4.4), Scan be diagonalized, 
(4.11) 
S'= (4.12) 
The eigenvalues, (x'2), (y12) and (z12), correspond to the principal axes of the electronic 
second moment of the molecule, Q, and can be associated with the major and minor 
axes of an ellipsoid that describes the shape of the molecule. A quantitative measure 
of size may be calculated from the eigenvalues, such as the geometric average of the 
axes, 
R = ( (xl2) (yl2) (z12) ) 1/6 
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(4.13) 
and the molecular volume, 
- 47r -3 47r V=-R =-3 3 (4.14) 
The size or volume of a functional group, or substituent, X may be defined as the 
size or volume of the molecule HX, where the volume of H is taken to be constant. 
An illustration of molecular sizes and shapes, calculated at HF /6-31G(d), is given 
in Figure 4.1. As expected, the H2 molecule is larger in the z-direction, 2.151 bohr2 , 
and symmetric in the xy-plane, 1.507 bohr2 . It is seen that water is largest in the 
y-direction, 7.113 bohr2 , which corresponds to the direction of a line passing through 
the two hydrogen atoms. For methanol and formic acid, it is seen that both molecules 
are significantly larger along the y-axis, 50.256 bohr2 and 93.234 bohr2 respectively, 
which is the general direction of their CO bonds. As expected the volume of the 
molecules increase in the order H2(V = 0.83 cm3mol-1 ), H20(V = 5.78 cm3mol-1 ), 
CH30H(V = 42.94 cm3mol-1 ), to CHOOH(V = 64.43 cm3mol-1 ). 
This origin invariant formulation for the size of a molecule is also found to correlate 
quite well with another theoretical measure of molecular volume. A significantly 
more complex method of calculating molecular volume is through use of isodensity 
contours. During the development of the theory of atoms and molecules, Bader et al. 
investigated the volume of molecules using isodensity contours. 13 Upon comparing 
the origin invariant volume, V, to the Bader volume, VP, it is found that V is smaller 
than VP for small molecules and significantly larger than VP for larger molecules. This 
disproportional growth of V relative to VP is due to the behaviour of the second 
moment operator, r 2 .10 A linear relationship was found to exist between VP and 
the geometric average of the principle axes of the origin invariant electronic second 
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(x2) 1.507 bohr2 z, (x2) 6.265 bohr2 
(y2) 1.507 bohr2 y (y2 ) - 7.113 bohr2 
(z2) 2.151 bohr2 ~ (z2) 5.357 bohr2 
R 1.303 bohr .... R 2.491 bohr 
v - 0.83 cm3mol- 1 X v 5.7 cm3 mol- 1 
(x2) 
- 25.834 bohr2 (x2) 16.714 bohr2 
(y2) 93.234 bohr2 (y2) 50.256 bohr2 
(z2) 12.333 bohr2 (z2) = 15.712 bohr2 
R 5.565 bohr R = 4.861 bohr 
v 64.43 cm3 mol- 1 v 42.94 cm3 mol- 1 
Fig ure 4 .1. Th shape and size of some small molecules(H2 , H2 0 , CH3 0H, and HOOH) calculat d 
at HF / 6-31 G(d). Molecules are slightly rotated off the indicated principal axes to show all atoms. 
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moment, R. 
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Fig ure 4 .2 . Comparison of electronic second moment average radius, R(HF/ 6-31G(d)), to Bader 
isodensity contour molecular volume,13 Vp(P = 0.002 a.u.). From reference 10. 
The linear relationship, 
(4.15) 
for a set of 26 molecules and VP values for an isodensity contour of 0.002 a.u. is shown 
in Figure 4.2. The value of a is 5.45 ± 0.15 cm3mol- 1 bohr- 1 and R2 = 0.982. 10 The 
measure of molecular size using the electronic second moment, R, is comparable to 
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t he molecular volume from isodensity contours, VP , yet it is significantly easier to 
calculate the second moment of a molecule than trace an isodensity contour and 
calculate its volume. 
The theoretical measure of the size of a functional group, R, also correlates quite 
well with experimental measures of steric hindrance. It was found that R correctly 
predicts the trend of ?-values of the halogens and hydrogen, 10 where P-values are 
steric factors measured from the rotational barriers of substituted ethanes. 14 Another 
measure of steric hindrance which is determined from a conformational process is n-
value. The free energy of topomerization of a phane system with an intra-annular 
substituent X, is used to determine then-value for X .15 When the available n-values 
for a set of substituents is compared to their theoretical size, R, the same trend is 
predicted, with the exception of N02 .10 It is expected that the deviation from the 
observed trend is due to effects other than sterics, such as electronic interaction of 
the oxygens of N02 with the aliphatic chain of the phane system. 
The theoretical measures of size, R and V, are easily calculated from the first and 
second moments of the electronic wave function. Another theoretical measure of size, 
which is substantially more complex, VP, correlates quite well with R. The geometric 
average of the principal axes, R, is also capable of predicting experimentally measured 
steric effects. These models of the simple concepts 'size" and ((shape" are obtained 
through use of the operators r and r2 , which, at the molecular orbital level, can be 
used to model interparticle distances. 
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3 The average interparticle distance 
3.1 The average interelectronic distance 
The average distance between an electron in MO a and an electron in MO b, is 
given by11 
where 
(x2 )a + (x2 )b- 2(x)a(x)b 
+(y2 )a + (y2)b- 2(y)a(Y)b 
+(z2)a + (z2)b- 2(z)a(z)b 
(J.L)a = (alp,la), I""= x, y , or z. 
(4.16) 
( 4.17) 
Although this measure is not strictly the expectation value of r12 (hence the italicized 
average), it does give a measure of the charge distribution of a single MO, or the 
interaction between separate MOs. It is important to note that for LMOs, if the 
electrons occupy the same MO, a= b, (&r12 )aa reduces to the definition of the size of 
an electron pair (Equation 4.1) , multiplied by .;2. 
2(x2)a- 2(x)~ 
+2(y2)a- 2(y)~ = hll&rall , 
+2(z2)a- 2(z)~ 
( 4.18) 
This value is also the root mean square deviation in the position of an electron in 
MO a, multiplied by ../2. Unlike the original size of an electron pair (Equation 4.1), 
(&r12 )ab is generalized to pairs of MOs and is applicable to CMOs, as well as LMOs. 
To illustrate the behaviour of such a quantity, the value of ( &r12 ) aa is calculated for 
the singlet and triplet states of a series of two-electron systems. 
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Figure 4.3. (<5r12 )ab of two-electron singlet and triplet systems with varying nuclear charge (He to 
Mg10+). Note that some points overlap. 
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It is seen that for both the singlet and triplet states the distance between the 
electrons decreases smoothly with increasing nuclear charge, with the exception of 
the UHF /6-31G triplet systems(Figure 4.3). The discrepancy seen is due to the 
inconsistency of the 6-31G basis set, which for He has only two s-type functions 
compared to three s-type functions for the first-row elements. When an extra basis 
function is added to He, by using the 6-311G basis set, the (br12)ab value is increased 
which agrees more with the trend. A similar effect is seen upon going from NeB+ to 
Na9+, which is due to the difference in the 6-31G basis set for second and first-row 
elements. If a Huzinaga basis set with ten s-type functions, 16 HlOs, is used for all 
atoms, a much better trend is observed. In the case of the singlet states, it is seen that 
basis set has little effect on the value of ( br12 )aa of the two-electron systems( Figure 
4.3). It should also be noted that as expected, (c5r12 )~;glct < (c5r12 )~~plct. 
3.2 ( c5T12)ab and the corresponding Coulomb and exchange integrals 
Similar to the definition of the size of an LMO, the average distance between 
electrons is related to a component of the energy, namely the Coulomb energy. One 
might expect the repulsion between two electrons, Jab, to be inversely proportional to 
the distance between them, (c5r12 )ab, which is indeed the case. The Coulomb integral, 
Jab, is a two-electron integral, 
Jab = (ab lab) , (4.19) 
which is related to ( c5r12)ab, a property calculated from one-electron expectation val-
ues, by the equation 
( 4.20) 
The relationship between (c5T12)ab and Jab holds for CMOs and LMOs. However, 
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Figure 4.4. Relationship between Coulomb energy, lab, and the average distance between two 
electrons, (t5r12)ab, for two-electron ions to molecules with up to 58 electrons (HF /6-31G(d), CMO). 
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Figure 4.5. Relationship between Coulomb energy, Jab, and the average distance between two 
electrons, (8r12)ab, for two-electron ions to molecules with up to 58 electrons (HF/6-31G(d), LMO) . 
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there are significant deviations in the relationship when dealing with delocalized core 
CMOs (Figure 4.4). For example, the (<5r12 )ab value for the two lowest energy CMOs 
of ethane, which involve the cores of the carbons, is too large and predicts a lab 
value that is far lower than the actual HF value. When the molecular orbitals are 
localized, there are no instances of delocalized cores and the relationship is followed 
much more closely. The relationship using LMOs for the various systems studied (at 
HF/6-31G(d)), which includes two-electron ions to 58 electron molecules, has an a 
(Equation 4.20) value of 1.537 ± 0.002 bohr hartrees, and R2 = 0.997 (Figure 4.5). 
Among these molecules are carbon dioxide, propane, acetic acid , hydrogen cyanide, 
benzene, and uracil. The largest deviation seen in Figure 4.4 is actually t hree points 
due to the two lowest energy core MOs, 1 and 2, of Ch. The value of J11 , J21 and J22 
are equivalent as are the corresponding ( <5r12 )ab values. The underestimation of J ab is 
due to the large ( <5r12 )ab value, which is a result of the delocalization of MOs 1 and 
2 onto both chlorine atoms. The internuclear distance, and the lack of MO density 
between the atoms, leads to an ( <5r12 )ab value that does not predict the corresponding 
Jab value. An even larger deviation would be seen for the core MOs of Br2 . The 
Jab values involving delocalized core MOs could be more accurately modeled using a 
(6r12)ab value which is a sum of atomic contributions. For core MOs localized on one 
atom, or valence MOs over multiple atoms this type of deviation does not occur. 
It has also been found, that for simple systems, the exchange integral, Kab, can 
also be modeled using (6r12)ab· 
K ab = (ablba) , (4.21) 
The relationship between Kab and (<5r12 )ab for three and four-electron atoms and 
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Figure 4.6. Relationship between exchange energy, Kab, and the average distance between two elec-
trons, (6r12 ) ab, for three and four-electron systems with varying nuclear charge (ROHF/ 6-31G(d)). 
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ions has the same form as the relationship with lab· 
( 4.22) 
There is a slight overlap of the data points in the series of three and four-electron 
systems (Figure 4.6) which is due to the difference in the 6-31G(d) basis set for the 
first and second-row elements. Despite the uneven basis set, (6r12 )ab models Kab quite 
well in these systems, with fJ = 0.1193 ± 0.0011 bohr hartrees and R2 = 0.998. The 
ability to model a two-electron property such as the Coulomb or exchange energy 
with a quantity which is simply calculated from one-electron expectation values is an 
important result. Calculation of the two-electron integrals which are required for the 
Coulomb and exchange energies, lab and Kab, is generally the most time consuming 
part of an ab initio calculation. 
3.3 The average electron-nucleus distance and the electron-nucleus potential 
energy 
If the expression for the distance between two electrons, (Jr12 )ab, is modified by 
replacing the expectation values of MO b with coordinates of nucleus A, an expression 
for the average distance between an electron in MO a and nucleus A is obtained, 6raA· 
( 4.23) 
where J.LA are the coordinates of nucleus A. As expected there is a relationship between 
b"raA and the electron-nucleus attraction potential energy associated with an electron 
in MO a, Vaa· 
(4.24) 
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Similar to (Jr12)ab and lab , the relationship holds for CMOs and LMOs, with the 
exception of the delocalized core CMOs. 
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Figure 4. 7. Relationship between electron-nucleus potential energy, Vaa, and the average distance 
between an electron and a nucleus, or aA, for two-electron ions to molecules with up to 58 electrons 
(HF/6-31G(d) , CMO). 
The largest deviation seen in Figure 4.7 is due the two lowest energy core MOs 
of Ch, as seen with the relationship between l ab with (Jr12 )ab (Figure 4.4). The 
electron-nucleus potential energy is calculated from one-electron integrals, therefore 
modeling Vaa with Jr·aA does not have the same implications as modeling lab with 
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(Jr12)ab· However, the model does demonstrate how, once again, energy components 
may be modeled using first and second moment operators. These findings, sections 
3.2 and 3.3, have important consequences. It has been shown that these interparticle 
distances share an approximate linear relationship with interatomic distance. This 
result combined with the relationships presented here form a basis for a novel approach 
to molecular modeling, Simulated Electronic Structure Theory (SEST)Y In SEST 
the energy components associated with individual electrons are expressed as functions 
of the nuclear coordinates. An empirical model which explicitly includes the electrons 
has several advantages over conventional molecular mechanics. 
4 Conclusions 
Since the theoretical definition of the si11c of an electron pair was introduced several 
relationships involving LMO size, energy and stereochemistry have been discovered. 
However, the idea behind the definition, the use of first and second moment expec-
tation values as a measure of the size of electronic structure, can be further modified 
for various other purposes. As seen in this study application of this idea of size to 
an entire molecule resulted in a theoretical definition of the size of a molecule or 
functional group. Such a measure, which is origin invariant , is useful for describing 
chemical structures as well as predicting steric effects in molecules and reactions. The 
size of an LMO may be generalized to pairs of MOs, as an expression for the distance 
between two electrons, (Jr12)ab, which also applies to CMOs. Such a property en-
ables the modeling of a complex two-electron property, Jab, using simple one-electron 
expectation values. The model performs significantly better for LMOs than CMOs. 
Finally, the formalism of the distance between two electrons can be applied to an 
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electron and a nucleus to give, &raA· This property is also related to an energy com-
ponent, the electron-nucleus attraction energy, Vaa· Relationships such as these could 
prove useful in molecular modeling on a larger scale. 17 Furthermore, the success in 
using first and second moment operators to model the Coulomb and electron-nucleus 
potential energy, and exchange energy, of a molecule certainly merits investigation 
into the modeling of other properties, as well as the investigation into higher order 
moments and their behaviour. 
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Chapter 5 
SEST: Simulated Electronic 
Structure Theory 
Molecular mechanics methods are widely used to study problems in a variety of re-
search fields, from nanotechnology1 to molecular biology.2 In conventional molecular 
mechanics, the total energy of a molecule is divided into different components; bond 
stretching, E 5 , angle bending, Eb, torsional interactions, Etm·, van der Waals interac-
tions, E vdW, and electrostatic interactions, E elcc. 3 
Etot (R) = Es + Eb + Etor + EvdW + Eelec (5.1) 
Some formulations may use other energy terms to describe phenomena, such as hy-
drogen bonding, that are not described well by the existing terms. The functional 
form of these energy terms and the empirical parameters that occur in the functions 
are known as a force field. Given the functional form of a molecular mechanics force 
field , the empirical parameters are defined through fi tting of experimental or ab initio 
data. 
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The major advantage of molecular mechanics methods over ab initio, density 
functional, or semi-empirical methods is their computational efficiency. Molecular 
mechanics allows for the study of large systems and dynamics where it is not fea-
sible or strictly impossible to use other approaches. The flexibility of force fields 
which may be tuned to various classes of compounds allows for quite accurate calcu-
lations. However, on the other hand, the specificity of the force fields makes studies 
on unknown compounds inaccurate and unpredictable. This lack of transferability 
of specific atom-atom interactions is due to contamination by the molecular environ-
ment, which is, indirectly, a result of neglecting the electronic structure. The absence 
of electrons and orbitals also poses problems for chemical calculations. It is not possi-
ble to study reaction mechanisms with molecular mechanics, or many other properties 
related to the electronic structure, such as; magnetic properties, excitations, electron 
transport and electrical conductivity. A partial solution to such a problem is through 
a combined quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics (QM/MM) approach.4 
A hybrid QM/MM approach is common in the study of reactions involving large 
systems, such as enzyme catalysis or organic reactions in solution. The general scheme 
behind a QM/MM calculation is to treat t he region of interest, or importance, with a 
quantum mechanical calculation and the rest of the system is treated with molecular 
mechanics. In some applications, the solvent may be treated with molecular me-
chanics while the reacting molecules are treated quantum mechanically, or for large 
molecules, like enzymes, the active site may be QM while the rest of the molecule 
is MM. The Hamiltonians and energy of these hybrid systems are divided into QM, 
MM, and QM/MM parts. How the two different regions interact, QM/MM, is defined 
in several ways.5 
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Since the initial appearance of molecular mechanics almost a century ago,6 most of 
the development of the theory has been focused on parametrization (i.e. developing 
force fields for different classes of compounds) while the general formulation of molec-
ular mechanics has remained relatively the same. This has led to accurate modelling 
of a wide variety of large systems in many research fields. However, the problems 
associated with the absence of electronic structure are still present. While methods 
such as QM/MM provide a partial solution to such a problem, there may be other 
approaches. This study explores such an idea. Rather than the molecular mechanics 
approach of molecular modelling, modelling of electronic structure is performed. The 
theory presented provides a different approach to modelling potential energy surfaces, 
where the energy components associated with electron pairs and individual electrons 
are functions of the nuclear coordinates. 
1 Theory 
1.1 Simulated Electronic Structure Theory (SEST) 
A theory which includes electrons explicitly will have an energy expression that 
differs significantly from conventional molecular mechanics (Equation 5.1) and more 
closely resemble the electronic Hamiltonian (Equation 5.2, in atomic units) . 
N NMz NNl 
He = - L ~ 'VT - L L rA + L L ~ ' 
i=l i=l A=l tA i=l j >i tJ 
(5.2) 
where N is the number of electrons and M is the number of nuclei. The SEST 
energy expression can be expressed as a sum of atomic contributions, Vatomic , and 
contributions from atom-atom, Vatom-atom , atom-lone pair, Vatom-Ione pair and lone pair-
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lone pair, Vlone pair-lone pair, interactions. 
V ( R) = Vatomic + Vatom-atom + Vatom-lonc pair + Vlone pair-lone pair (5.3) 
The electronic kinetic energy is included through the virial theorem (see discussion 
at end of this section). Each energy term is further subdivided into electron-electron, 
electron-nuclear, and nuclear-nuclear potential energy, V =vee + VNe + VNN _ 
The atomic energy, which does not depend on the nuclear coordinates, accounts 
for the energy associated with atoms and their own electrons. Each atom has its own 
electrons corresponding to the neutral atom. The electronic configuration of each 
atom follows a Lewis dot structure approach. For example, an sp3 carbon atom has 
four unpaired valence electrons, and a pair of core electrons. Also, an sp3 nitrogen 
atom has three unpaired valence electrons, a lone pair, and a pair of core electrons. 
The atomic energy term is calculated as a sum over the contributions of individual 
nuclei, Vatomic = I:~=l VA, where M is the total number of nuclei. 
VA = L 2Vfae + L v_t'e + L { L (2 - 5ab )vaebe + L v~e} 
aEA iEA aEA bEA i E A 
b~a 
+I: I: ~ V:je + I: v:; , 
i EA jEA J.LEA 
j <i 
(5.4) 
where a and b are pairs of core electrons, i and j are valence electrons, and J.L is a lone 
pair. Each atom has nuclear-electron potential energy associated with its nucleus, 
A, and its electrons, Vfae and v_t'e. Each atom also has electron-electron potential 
energy due to its electrons, vaebe, va~e , and V:je , as well as the potential energy of the 
electrons in each of its lone pairs, v:~ . T he potential energy, v:~, due to each lone 
pair is included in the atomic energy because, like the atomic energy, it is distance 
independent. 
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The distance dependent energy terms include Vatom-atom, Vatom-lone pair, and Vlonc pair-lone pair · 
The atom-atom interaction energy is the sum of the interactions between each atom 
pair, Vatom-atom = L~=1 LB<A VAB(RAB). 
+ L v~e(RAB) + L vlfe(RAB) + L { L 2V:be(RAB) + L v~e(RAB)} 
iEA iEE aEA bEE iEE 
+ L L Vb~e(RAB) + L { L ~ V:je(RAB) + L V:je(RAE) } , (5.5) 
bEE iEA iEA jEE jEB 
(iEc) (jrtc) (jEc) 
where c denotes a bond between atoms A and B. This interatomic energy includes 
core electron pairs and valence electrons of one atom attracted to another, V fae, 
vfae, v~e and vlfe, and potential energy between electrons of different atoms, v:be, 
v~e, v~e and V:je . The atom-lone pair interaction energy is given by, Vatom-lone pair = 
2::::~=1 2::::~= 1 VAJ.L(RAJ.L) , where Lis the total number of lone pairs, and 
aEA iEA 
There is nuclear attraction potential energy between atom A and lone pair J.L , v,t,:,e, and 
electron-electron potential energy, v:: and V:~e. The lone pair-lone pair interaction 
energy consists of only electron-electron potential energy, where Vlone pair-lone pair = 
(5.7) 
This formulation of simulated electronic structure theory contains no electronic 
kinetic energy terms. It was found that kinetic energy terms were not required to 
accurately model the systems studied thus far. However, kinetic energy, like electron-
nucleus potential energy (Section 1.2) , correlates quite well with the average distance 
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between an electron and a nucleus. Therefore, it is possible to include terms to model 
kinetic energy in future development of the theory if desired . In order to calculate 
the energy of a molecular system, E(R), without the kinetic energy of the electrons, 
it is assumed that the virial coefficient , which is the negative ratio of the potential 
and kinetic energy, Cv = - V /T, is constant over the entire potential energy surface. 
E(R) = (cv- l) V(R) 
Cv 
(5.8) 
In this study, the equilibrium geometries and energies of the molecules were fit to 
RHF/6-31G(d) values, therefore the virial coefficient is set to the value obtained 
from the equilibrium geometry at RHF /6-31G(d). 
1.2 The average interparticle distance and modelling molecular orbital en-
ergy components 
Simulated electronic structure theory models the PESs of molecular systems in 
which the energy contribution of electron pairs and individual electrons are functions 
of the nuclear coordinates. It is useful to obtain parameters for these models, as well 
as insight on how the energy contributions per electron pair and individual electron 
depend on molecular geometry, from ab initio models of electronic structure. Such 
properties are easily examined at the Hartree-Fock level of theory. The closed-shell 
Hartree-Fock (RHF) energy is given as 
N/2 N/2 N/2 
EHF = L 2ha + L L 2Jab - Kab , (5.9) 
a=l a=l b=l 
where N is the number of electrons, ha is the one-electron energy, l ab is the Coulomb 
energy, and Kab is the exchange energy, associated with molecular orbitals (MOs) a 
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and b. The one-electron energy, ha = Ta + Va, consists of kinetic energy, 
Ta = (aJ- ~ V'~Ja) , (5.10) 
and nuclear-electron attraction potential energy, 
M Z 
Va = (aJ - L ~Ja) . 
A=l TlA 
(5.11) 
The Coulomb and exchange energy are calculated from two-electron integrals. 
lab = (abJab) (5.12) 
Kab = (abJba) (5.13) 
In recent work,7 it was found that the Coulomb energy could be modelled with 
a one-electron property of MOs, the average interelectronic distance, 5r 12 . The 
Coulomb energy, l ab, associated with any two MOs is inversely proportional to the 
average distance between an electron in MO a and an electron in MO b, (5r12)ab, 
which is given by 
(5.14) 
The relationship, 
(5 .15) 
has severe deviations for the canonical MOs (CMOs) of HF theory, due to delocalized 
core MO pairs. However, if localized MOs (LMOs) are used the relationship is followed 
quite closely, Figure 5.1. 
A similar relationship has been found between the nuclear-electron attraction 
potential energy, Va (Equation 5.11) , and the average distance between an electron 
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Figure 5.1. Relationship between Coulomb energy, Jab, and the average distance between two 
electrons, (Jr12 )ab, for two electron ions to molecules with up to 58 electrons (HF/6-31G(d), LMO). 
From reference 7. 
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and a nucleus, c5raA, which is calculated analogously to (c5r12 )ab·8 
(5.16) 
The nuclear-electron potential energy, Va, may be separated into contributions from 
individual nuclei, VaA, where 2:::::~= 1 VaA = Va. The nuclear-electron potential energy 
between MO a and nucleus A , is related to c5raA through the equation 
(5.17) 
The relationship has the same deviations for CMOs as seen with l ab and (c5r12 ) ab, 
and performs quite well for LMOs, Figure 5.2. It should be noted that while the 
overall correlation in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 is good, r 2 = 0.997 and 0.995 respectively, 
individual deviations approach 1 hartree for the relationship between l ab and ( c5r12)ab 
and 25 hartrees for VaA and c5raA· These errors are quite large on the scale of reaction 
energetics. However , these deviations involve core MOs, which correspond to the core 
electron pairs of SEST, for which the energy terms are constant parameters and there-
fore do not depend upon the above relationships. Furthermore, it is the qualitative 
result which is most relevant to an empirically parametrized SEST. The Coulomb and 
electron-nuclear potential energy are quantities calculated from integrating over the 
electronic distribution. Although, as a result of the relationships just mentioned, to 
some approximation, electrons have average positions with respect to each other and 
with respect to the nuclei. Furthermore, these average positions and hence distances 
may be used to approximate components of the HF energy per MO. An immediate 
question following such deductions is, how do these average interparticle distances 
change with changing molecular structure? 
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In general, the average interparticle distances, (6r 12 )ab and 6raA, are linearly re-
lated to interatomic distance. This relationship is illustrated in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, 
It is expected that such a relationship would be most crit ical for atoms 
7.---.----.----.---.----.----.----.--~----.----.---,,---. 
bond-bond 
bond-core 
bond-lone pair 
core-core 
lone pair-lone pair 
0~--~--~~--~--~----~--~----~--~----~---L----L---~ 
2 3 4 5 6 
RFF (bohr) 
Figure 5.3. Relationship between the average distance between two electrons, (Jr12 )a&, and the 
fluorine-fluorine distance, RFF, in F2 (HF/6-31G(d), LMO). Includes a= b =bond, a= bond b = 
core, a= core b =core, and a= lone pair b = lone pair(from separate nuclei). 
which are bonded to each other . Changing bond length significant ly affects the elec-
tronic structure of a molecule, especially around the two bonded atoms, and even 
more for a diatomic. While this may be the case, it is seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 that 
the interpart icle distances very closely follow a linear relationship wit h the fluorine-
fluorine dist ance. However, for shorter bond lengths ( < 1.5 bohr), there is a slight 
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Figure 5.4. Relationship between the average distance an electron and a nucleus, 8raA, and the 
fluorine-fluorine distance, RFF, in F2 (HF /6-31G(d), LMO). Includes a = bond, core, and lone pair. 
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curvature in the lone pair-lone pair (6r12 )ab and lone pair 6raA curves which is due to 
the lone pairs on different fluorine atoms bending away from each other as the bond 
length decreases. It is also observed in both figures, that distances involving electrons 
in the bond show slight curvature. In both the bond-bond (6r12 )ab and bond 6raA 
curves, the slope is less around the equilibrium bond length ( (RFF )e = 2.54 bohr) 
than that at the shorter and longer RFF distances. Nonetheless, this relationship, 
even as an approximation, is a powerful tool. 
The ability to relate the average interparticle distances to atomic distances has 
important consequences. For a given molecular structure, not only will these rela-
tionships provide an estimate of MO energy components, they will provide a means 
of predicting an average picture of the electronic structure. 
1.3 Functional Form 
It was seen in section 1.1 that the SEST energy expression, Equation 5.3, contains 
terms which depend on atom-atom, atom-lone pair and lone pair-lone pair distances. 
The functional form of these distance dependent terms determines the success of ap-
plying SEST. Following the relationships observed in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, the inter-
particle distances, ( 6r12 )ab and 6rbA, are taken to be linear functions of the interatomic 
distance, RAB . 
(5.18) 
and 
(5.19) 
where MO a is localized on atom A, MOb is localized on atom B , or one of them (a or 
b) is the bond between A and B, and>.,(}, w, and K are constants for each unique pair 
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of MOs. As observed in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, the relationships involving bonding MOs 
is approximate. However, an exact model of ab initio electronic structure through 
interatomic distances is not the goal, neither is it possible. 
The LMO potential energy components are related to the interatomic distance 
through the linear relationships above and the relationships seen earlier (Figures 5.1 
and 5.2). Substitution of Equation 5.18 into Equation 5.15 yields 
(5.20) 
while substitution of Equation 5.19 into Equation 5.17 gives 
(5.21) 
The above equations are used to derive the general form of the SEST distance depen-
dent functions. 
Given electron pairs a and b, where a is localized on atom A and b is localized on 
atom B, the electron-electron potential energy between the two pairs of electrons is 
given by 
(5.22) 
where (RAs)e is an equilibrium interatomic distance, r!b is a constant parameter, and 
(Vdte)e is the potential energy at the equilibrium distance. Also, as the interatomic 
distance, RAs, approaches infinity, the potential energy term vanishes. The SEST 
electron-electron potential energy function is chosen to model the total HF electron-
electron potential energy (Equation 5.9), 
(5.23) 
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although it is only the Coulomb energy, lab, which is inversely proportional to the 
average interelectronic distance, ( 8r12 )ab (Equation 5.15). The functional form is 
derived using localized molecular orbitals (LMOs),9 in which case the exchange energy, 
Kab , is minimal. Therefore the approximation in Equation 5.23 is considered valid. 
The electron-nucleus potential energy is calculated in a similar fashion. 
yNe(R ) = (Vfae)e ( (RAs)e- rfJ~) 
Ba AB .R Ne 
·AB- rBa 
(5.24) 
While the functions given in Equations 5.22 and 5.24 are for pairs of electrons, a and 
b, functions for individual electrons, i and j, and any combination of pairs and indi-
vidual electrons (eg. Va~e(RAs)) take the same form, albeit with different parameter 
values. The parameters of these functions are derived from the LMOs of the ab initio 
electronic structure of a molecule. 
It is recognized that positive values of the parameters r~g, rff!, etc., result in 
singularities in the potential energy surface for positive values of RAB . While fitting 
a potential energy surface, parameters with values larger than HRAs)e are avoided, 
and values smaller than this threshold are dealt with using a piecewise function. 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
V N e (rmax + 6) + y ee (rmax + o) Ap Ap 
+Vee(RA,, + ri) - v ee(rA'!'"" + 0 + Ti) 
The largest positive value for a given atom-atom interaction or atom-lone pair 
interaction is rmax ( eg. 'rAB = max { r1t, rff:, 'riJ, .. . } ) . The argument RAJ.L + ri 
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(Equation 5.26) denotes t hat for each given function of the form in Equation 5.22 
and 5.24, the value of the specific ri parameter is added to RAJ.L , thus removing ri 
from the denominator. 
1.4 D etermining the Parameters 
In this study, the parameters of the distance dependent functions (Equations 5.22 
and 5.24) along with the constant energy terms (Equation 5.4) are derived from ab 
initio calculations. The LMO energy components, VaA, l ab , and I<ab are used to define 
the constant energy terms, VA, and the equilibrium energy terms, (VAs)e, (VA1j)e, and 
(V";w)e· For electron pairs belonging to the same atom (core electrons) or a lone pair , 
the energy is taken to be equal to the corresponding LMO energy component. For 
example; 
and 
(vee) = 2JLMO _ J(LMO abe ab ab 
vNe- VLMO Aa - aA 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
Energy terms for individual electrons, the bonding electrons, requires the partitioning 
of LMO energy components. The energy expression for ammonia may be used to 
illustrate an energy partitioning scheme. 
(5.29) 
The lone pair of nitrogen is denoted p,. The terms VN and VH are the atomic energies 
of nitrogen and hydrogen, respectively. 
(5.30) 
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where a is the pair of core electrons of nitrogen and, i and j denote valence electrons 
of nitrogen. 
(5.31) 
where k is the hydrogen electron. The atom-atom interaction energy terms are VNH 
and VHH· 
(5.32) 
where a is the pair of core electrons of nitrogen, i is the valence electron of nitrogen in 
this NH bond, j is a valence electron of nitrogen not in this bond, and k is the hydrogen 
electron. The hydrogen-hydrogen non-bonded interaction energy is described as 
l )' ZHZH v,Ne(R ) 1 v ee(R ) VHH = -R + 2 Hi HH + 2 ij HH · 
·HH 
(5.33) 
Finally, VN~t and VH~t are the atom-lone pair interaction terms. 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
The derivation of the parameters for the electron-nucleus and electron-electron 
potential energy terms from LMO energy values is given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, re-
spectively. 
Similar schemes are used to partition the energies of the bonding electrons of other 
molecules. In some cases, there may be a point in which the partition is arbitrary and 
is defined intuitively (see Va~e and (V:~e) e in Table 5.2) . Also, the partitioning of the 
energy for vrSfe (Table 5.1) and Vd~e (Table 5.2) ensures that dissociation of a single 
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TABLE 5.1: Derivation of SEST electron-nucleus potential energy parameters for ammonia from 
RHF/6-31G(d) LMO energy components.a 
Parameter Equation Derived fromb 
v.Ne Na 5.30 vLMO aN 
(VJ:,• )e 5.32 VLMO aH 
(V~"• ) e 5.34 vLMO I"N 
(VJ"I'• ). 5.35 VLMO I'H 
cvJ;• )e 5.32 2VdLHMO - V~•(RHH) c 
v. Ne Ni 5.30 v.Ne _ 2( v.Ne + 2(V:Ne) + 2VLMO + 2VLMO NH2 Na Ha e eN cH 
+2VLMO + (V,N• ) + 2(V:Ne) ) _ 2(V:Ne) d dH Nil e HI' e HJ e 
(V~•)e 5.32 2Vc!;r0 - VrS': • 
(Vjf;")e 5.32 2Vc~MO - vtt• 
a I' denotes the lone pair of nitrogen, a denotes the pa ir of core e lectrons of nitrogen 
c denotes a bond involving t he specified atom 
d denotes a bond not involving specified atom (i.e. another bond) 
i and j denote valence electrons of nitrogen, k denotes electron of hydrogen. 
bTerms of the form vLMO denote energy values taken from LMOs of an ab initio calc ulation. 
cv~• (RHH) denotes electron-nucleus potential energy of previously defined HH non-bonded interaction, 
calculated at the equilibrium ammonia HH distance, RHH · 
dVrfH•
2 
denotes total electron-nucleus potentia l energy of the radical amine calculated at UHF /6-31G(d). 
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TABLE 5.2: Derivation of SEST electron-electron potential energy parameters for ammonia from 
UHF /6-31G( d) LMO energy components. a 
Para meter Equation Derived fromb 
v ee 
a a 5.30 VLMO a a 
v ee 
,..,.. 5.30 vLMO ,..,.. 
(V;;)e 5.34 v LMO a,_. 
v ee di intermediate tcrmc { v.ee _vee_ 2VLMO _ 2VLMO _ 4VLMO _ v ee NH2 aa cc cd ca JAS.! 
}( ( /,MO ) (VJ.AIO)rl 
-4VctMo- 2(v;;). 2 + ~:;;uo + vXMu d 
v ee 5.30 (vuw ) at VJ{ ifb;:ro 
cd 
(V;~n. ( Vl.MO ) 5.34 vdet lffuo 
cd 
(Vk'~). 5 .35 2Vc~MO - (V;~ne 
(V::)e 5.32 2VLMO- v ee ca at. 
v •e dk intermediate tcrmc 2VLMO _vee cd dt 
(Vji:)e 5.32 2VJ: - Vije (RHH) e 
v .•e 
'1 
5.30 2VJ;" - (V}'k')e 
(V;'l,.)e 5.32 vLMO cc 
all denotes the lone pair of nitrogen, a denotes t he pa ir of core e lectrons of nitrogen 
c denotes a bond involving the specified electron 
d denotes a bond not involving the specified electron (i .e. another bond) 
i and j denote valence electrons of nitrogen , k denotes electron of hydrogen. 
bTerms of t he form vLMO denote energy values taken from LMOs of a n ab initio calculation. 
crntcrmediate terms used to simplify expressions for some energy para meters . 
dVN:'J
2 
denotes total electron-electron potential energy of the radical a mine calculated at UHF /6-31G(d). 
• V;je(RHH) denotes electron-electron potential energy of previously defined HH non-bonded interaction, 
calculated at the equilibrium a mmonia HH distance, RHH · 
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bond leads to the UHF /6-31G( d) potential energy of the dissociated products. It is 
important to note that, for the equilibrium structure, the MO energy components, 
Va~Mo and VaiMO, can be recovered exactly. For example; 
(5.36) 
where i and .7 denote bonding electrons of nitrogen, and k and l are hydrogen elec-
trons. Furthermore, for a distorted geometry, an approximation to the MO energy 
components may be calculated. 
It is not surprising that a theory which parametrizes the energy of individual 
electrons and electron pairs derives the parameters from ab initio LMO calculations. 
SEST, an alternative approach to modelling PESs, shares the same premise of molec-
ular mechanics, which is that certain functions and parameters are transferable from 
one molecule to another. The transferability of the properties of LMOs has been 
known for decades10• 11 and work is currently being done to apply this transferability 
to linear scaling, divide and conquer methods.12- 14 
The other parameters of the distance dependent functions, (RAs)e, rlJ8a, rA~Bj' 
etc., are defined through fitting of the equilibrium geometry, aEJ:·) = 0, and the 
vibrational frequencies. 
2 Method 
Simulated Electronic Structure Theory (SEST) was implemented within the MUNgauss 
program.15 The geometries of the molecules studied were optimized at RHF /6-31G( d) 
and the energies and M 0 properties were also calculated at RHF /6-31 G (d). The ener-
gies of the products of bond dissociation were calculated at UHF / 6-31 G( d). Localized 
molecular orbitals were obtained through Boys localization.9 
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3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Hydrogen molecule and the first-row hydrides 
An initial demonst ration of SEST is given through modelling ab initio calculations 
on small molecules, such as the hydrogen molecule and the first-row hydrides. The 
SEST energy expression for t he hydrogen molecule is: 
(5.37) 
The SEST model of H2 , fits the RHF/6-31G (d) energy a.t the equilibrium bond 
-0.8 
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RHF/6-31 G(d) 
-0.9 
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Q) 
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~ 
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-1.1 
2 3 4 5 
R (bohr) 
Figure 5.5. Dissociation curve for H2 (SEST and RHF/ 6-31G(d) ). 
length, (RHH)e 1.380 bohr. At the dissociation limit, RHH -t oo, the energy 
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approaches the UHF /6-31G(d) potential energy of the dissociated products, 2VH, 
multiplied by the factor cv-l, where Cv is the virial coefficient of the equilibrium 
Cv 
structure (Equation 5.8). The result is a dissociation energy which is 8 millihartrees 
smaller than the actual UHF /6-31G( d) dissociation energy. This could be corrected 
by first scaling the potential energy of the dissociated products (2H), before defining 
the energy parameters of the SEST model of H2 . However, the purpose of the study is 
to illustrate the ability of the SEST model to qualitatively dissociate correctly (unlike 
RHF) , the actual dissociation energy is adjustable. The SEST vibrational frequency 
of H2 is set to that of the RHF/6-31G(d) calculation, 4646 cm-1. The hydrogen 
molecule energy expression (Equation 5.37) has only two parameters, r{1f1i and 1·H~Hj, 
which, in this case, are used to fit the first and second derivatives of the RHF / 6-31G(d) 
wave function at the equilibrium bond length. The fit to equilibrium geometry and 
frequency is achieved by setting the parameters, r{1Hi and rH~HJ' to 0.27291230 bohr 
and 0.68583812 bohr, respectively. Similarly, for the first-row hydrides, SEST can 
model the HF equilibrium geometries, some frequencies, and allow for qualitatively 
correct dissociation of bonds. 
Bond dissociation in the SEST models of the first-row hydrides resemble the po-
tential energy curve of H2 . In all cases, the equilibrium geometry and energy of the 
SEST model is identical to the RHF /6-31G( d) values and therefore these values are 
not reported. Also, for all systems, the dissociation of a single bond leads to the 
UHF /6-31G( d) potential energy of the dissociated products, multiplied by cvc::-1 . As 
previously mentioned, SEST provides an approximation to the energy components 
2Jab- Kab and Va, for all MOs, for any point along the potential energy surface (dis-
sociation curve). In this study, it is only the equilibrium values which have been fit 
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Figure 5.6. Dissociation curve for BeH bond of BeH2 (SEST and RHF/ 6-31G(d)) . 
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Figure 5.8. Dissociation curve for CH bond of CH4 (SEST and RHF/ 6-31G(d)). 
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Figure 5.9. Dissociation curve for NH bond of NH3 (SEST and RHF /6-31G(d) ). 
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Figure 5.10. Dissociation curve for OH bond of H20 (SEST and RHF/6-31G(d)) . 
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Figure 5.11. Dissociation curve for HF (SEST and RHF/6-31G(d)). 
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6 
exactly. Exact dissociation energies can be obtained with appropriate scaling. The 
ultimate goal of such a theory would be to accurately model several points along the 
bond dissociation curve as well as various points over the entire potential energy sur-
face (i.e. conformational changes). An improved SEST model would use an ab initio 
method such as GVB to obtain dissociation energy curve parameters, and first and 
second energy derivatives. However, the source for defining parameters is not limited 
to ab initio calculations. A SEST approach could involve empirical parameters from 
experiment or a combination of ab initio and empirical parameters. 
Using the SEST formulation of this study, it is possible to fit some vibrational 
frequencies of the SEST models of the first-row hydrides to RHF /6-31G(d) values 
(Table 5.3). 
For each hydride model, there is a hydrogen-hydrogen (HH) non-bonding function. 
In an effort to explore the transferability of these functions, the same HH non-bonding 
function is used for all molecules. It was found that if the same HH non-bonding 
function is used, it is only possible to fit some of the vibrational frequencies. 
For this study, the parameters of the AH bonding functions, where A is Be, B, 
C, N, 0, or F, as well as the atom-lone pair, lone pair-lone pair interaction func-
tions, were adjusted to fit the asymmetric stretch vibrational modes of the first-row 
hydrides. For BeH2 , v4 is the asymmetric stretch (Table 5.3). The error in the lower 
frequencies ranges from 133 to 223 cm- 1. For the rest of the hydrides it is seen that 
the asymmetric stretches are fit exactly, however the symmetric stretch is always 
overestimated. The BH3 model overestimates the symmetric stretch, v4 , by 339 cm- 1 
and the error in the lower frequencies is less than 140 cm- 1 . For CH4 the symmetric 
stretch is overestimated by 695 cm- 1, while the error in the other frequencies ranges 
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TABLE 5.3: SEST and RHF/6-31G(d) vibrational frequencies for the first-row hydrides 
Frequency (em -I ) 
System v RHF/6-31G(d) SEST 
BeH2 1 761 540 
2 763 540 
3 2107 2240 
4 2324 2324 
BH3 1 1225 1085 
2 1305 1218 
3 1306 1218 
4 2694 3033 
5 2816 2817 
6 2818 2817 
CH4 1 1487 1862 
2 1488 1862 
3 1488 1862 
4 1702 1485 
5 1702 1485 
6 3196 3891 
7 3303 3305 
8 3305 3305 
9 3307 3305 
NH3 a 1 1214 2294 
2 1849 1980 
3 1851 1980 
4 3690 5001 
5 3825 3825 
6 3826 3825 
H20 a 1 1829 2237 
2 4070 5658 
3 4191 4191 
HF a 1 4362 4362 
a Molecules w1th lone pau s have lone pan 
vibrational modes. T hese modes are not shown, 
they arc of the order 104-108 cm- 1 and easily 
distinguished from t he real modes. 
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from 217 cm-1 to 375 cm-1 . The overestimation of the symmetric stretch is greater for 
the molecules with lone pairs. The NH3 model has a symmetric stretch which is 1311 
cm-1 larger than the RHF/6-31G(d) value. Also, the frequency of the out-of-plane 
bending mode, v1 , is overestimated by 1080 em -1, while the error in the other two 
modes is only 130 em - 1 . For H20 , the symmetric stretch, v2 , and the bending mode, 
v1, are also overestimated, by 1588 cm-1 and 408 cm-1 respectively. These overes-
timations are due to the HH non-bonding interaction. For the symmetric stretches, 
the out-of-plane bend of NH3 , and the angle bend of H20, it is the HH distances 
which are changing the most. It appears that the HH non-bonding interaction is too 
strong for these vibrational modes. However, upon investigation of the SEST model 
of CH4 , it was found that having a HH non-bonding function for a specific molecule 
does not necessarily correct the problem. By defining parameters specifically for the 
HH non-bonding interaction of CH4 , vibrational modes 1,2,3 and 6 to 9 (Table 5.3) 
were fit to the RHF/6-31G(d) values to within 5 cm-1 . However, vibrational modes 
4 and 5 were underestimated by 942 cm- 1 . This suggests, that in order to fit all the 
vibrational frequencies of a molecule, modification of the functional form of at least 
the HH non-bonding interaction is required. 
In the SEST model, lone pairs have their own coordinates, and therefore they 
also have vibrational frequencies. A mass of 0.0001 amu is assigned to the lone 
pairs in frequency calculations, which keeps the lone pair modes distinguishable and 
uncoupled from the real modes. With the exception of an out-of-plane bend, lone 
pair vibrational mode of HF, v1P = 5.7 x 104 cm-1 , the lone pair vibrational modes 
are four to five orders of magnitude larger than the real modes. 
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3.2 Ethane 
It is essential that any modelling approach, which is intended for large systems, 
accurately describes carbon-carbon (CC) bonds. SEST can model the RHF /6-31G( d) 
equilibrium structure of ethane and the dissociation of the CC bond to 2CH3 , UHF /6-
31G(d) (see Figure 5.12). The SEST model of ethane is constructed using newly 
SEST 
RHF/6-31 G(d) 
-79.2 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
R (bohr) 
Figure 5.12. Dissociation curve for CC bond of ethane (SEST and RHF/6-31G(d). 
defined CC bond and CH non-bonding functions along with the previously defined 
HH non-bonding function and a modified CH bond function from methane. The 
CH bond function of the SEST model of methane contains two non-zero parameters, 
rc~Hj = 1.29131654 bohr and rifci = 0.86020816 bohr. In order to fit the equilibrium 
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geometry of ethane, the CH bond function is slightly modified; the value of a third 
parameter, r~1~i ' is adjusted from 0 to -0.04518330 bohr. Such an approach could be 
applied to the construction of a SEST force field. The parameters defined through 
modelling the first-row hydrides could be considered starting points for models of 
CH bonds, OH bonds, etc .. Especially in the case of hydrocarbons, parameters can 
be defined for small aliphatic systems and, as they are extended, the parameters are 
adjusted to some limiting, ideal value. 
From the CC bond dissociation curve (Figure 5.12) , it is seen that it is similar 
to that of the hydrides. Besides fitting the equilibrium geometry and qualitatively 
dissociating the CC bond correctly, the SEST model fits the rigid rotation about the 
CC bond in ethane. The same HH non-bonding function (same parameters) which 
is used for the first-row hydrides is used in the ethane model, which reproduces the 
potential energy curve for the rigid rotation about the CC bond at RHF /6-31G( d) 
exactly (Figure 5.13). 
As a consequence, the vibrational mode which involves rotation about the CC 
bond, that has a value of 335 cm- 1 at RHF/6-31G(d), has a value of 326 cm-1 for 
the SEST model. Also, through adjustment of CC bond parameters, the CC bond 
stretch vibrational mode, 1063 cm- 1 at RHF/6-31G(d) , is fit exactly. The differences 
between SEST and RHF for the other vibrational frequencies range from 10 cm-1 to 
1000 cm- 1. The fit ting of all such vibrational frequencies requires more investigation 
and experimentation with parameters and possibly functional forms . 
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4 Conclusions 
It is indeed possible to implement a model of the electronic structure of a molecule 
that depends solely on atomic distances. It is shown that Simulated Electronic Struc-
ture Theory can accurately model MO energy components of equilibrium structures 
as well as the dissociation of bonds while providing an approximation of the MO en-
ergy components along the potential energy surface. In this study, the kinetic energy 
of the electrons is neglected to simplify the energy expression. However, the inclusion 
of t he kinetic energy is quite feasible and would likely lead to similar results. Also, 
the model in this study fit the RHF / 6-31 G( d) equilibrium energies and geometries 
exactly and the UHF/ 6-31 G (d) energy of the products of bond dissociation, multi-
plied by the factor cv-1 . The motivation for defining parameters from these levels of 
Cv 
theory is due to availability and how quickly results can be obtained. More accurate 
SEST models could be obtained through use of higher levels of theory, GVB, Config-
uration Interaction, etc .. It is also not necessary to define parameters from ab initio 
calculations. Parameters may be empirically defined to fit experimental data. How 
parameters are defined will likely be determined by the intended use of the model. 
It was seen that while this formulation of SEST fits the equilibrium structures, 
energies, and dissociation energies, it only fits some of the HF vibrational frequencies. 
The design of a SEST version that accurately predicts all of the vibrational frequencies 
of molecules may be possible. However, the SEST version presented in this study, the 
parameters and the functional form, will not predict all the vibrational frequencies 
of most molecules. It is suggested that the use of a modified functional form may 
solve this problem, especially in the case of non-bonding functions. An in-depth 
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investigation of the dependence of the vibrational frequencies on functional form is 
required. 
Further work is also required on the generation of a SEST force field. The advan-
tage of a theory for which parameters are derived from ab initio calculations is the 
ability to automate the generation of a force field. The wave functions of a test set 
of molecules could be used to determine the parameters of bonding and non-bonding 
functions according to a standard energy partitioning scheme and through fi tting of 
the equilibrium structures and vibrational frequencies. 
Finally, the most important aspect of the SEST approach is the explicit inclusion 
of the electrons. A molecular modelling theory which includes electronic structure 
has significant advantages over existing molecular mechanics methods. While this 
study showed that the relative positions of electrons and nuclei are related to atomic 
distances and consequently, the MO energy components, there are other properties 
related to the average interparticle distances. Similar to how the energy is related 
to the molecular structure, electronic properties such as dipole moment could also 
be modelled. Of course, as seen in this study, the inclusion of electrons allows for 
the breaking and forming of bonds and hence a theory that may be used to study 
kinetics. A simulated electronic structure theory creates many possibilities and much 
future work is required to explore them all. 
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Chapter 6 
Development o f a new e lect ron 
correlation theory 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Electron correlation 
The electron correlation problem is one that persists throughout computational 
chemistry, and while it has several solutions, none are generally applicable to chem-
ically interesting problems. The correlation energy, Ecom is defined as the differ-
ence between the exact non-relativistic energy, Eo and the Hartree-Fock limit energy, 
EHF!im· 
Ecorr = Eo - EHF!im (6.1) 
The Hartree-Fock limit refers to Hartree-Fock in the limit of an infinite, or complete, 
basis set. While the Hartree-Fock approximation generally provides approximately 
99% of the total energy of atomic and molecular systems, the remaining 1% is found 
to be crucial in determining properties such as bond energies, equilibrium geometries, 
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dipole moments, and many other properties of the molecular wave function. 1 Con-
sequently, properties that depend on molecular energies, such as reaction kinetics, 
also cannot be determined accurately without inclusion of the correlation between 
electrons. 
The correlation problem is not unique to quantum chemistry. Correlation of the 
motion of more than two bodies is the many-body problem which is also found in 
classical mechanics, such as planets in the solar system. 2 In quantum mechanics, the 
need to correlate the motion of the electrons arises from the Coulomb operator of the 
electronic Hamiltonian, H. 
~ N 1 2 N M ZA N N 1 H=-2::2\li-LL~ +LL~ 
i=l i=l A=l ~A i=l j>i ~J 
(6.2) 
where N is the number of electrons and M is the number of nuclei. The last term of 
the Hamiltonian (Equation 6.2) is the Coulomb operator which is the reciprocal of the 
interelectronic distance, rij = Jri- rJ I· The electron correlation problem arises from 
the fact that the Hartree-Fock wave function, a Slater determinant, is constructed 
from one-electron functions. Solving the Hartree-Fock equations involves finding the 
optimum molecular orbitals in which each electron experiences the average effect of 
all the other electrons, known as a mean-field approximation. By this approximation, 
there is no accounting for the instantaneous interactions of the electrons, which is the 
missing electron correlation. 
As a result of satisfying the Pauli antisymmetry principle, the Hartree-Fock wave 
function does account for Fermi correlation. Fermi correlation is due to the Fermionic 
character of the electrons and not the interaction of their charges. 2 In the Hartree-
Fock wave function, the motion of electrons with parallel spin is correlated through 
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Fermi correlation and hence the probability of finding two electrons with parallel spin 
at the same point in space is zero. The Fermi correlation contribution to the Hartree-
Fock energy is the exchange energy. The correlation that is missing from Hartree-Fock 
theory is the Coulomb correlation, which is the correlation of the motions of electrons 
due to the interaction of their charges. The mean-field approximation of Hartree-
Fock does not describe these instantaneous interactions suf{icicutly aud this missing 
correlation is often divided in terms of dynamical and non-dynamical correlation. 
It is often useful to make the distinction between dynamical and non-dynamical 
electron correlation. Dynamical correlation involves the interactions between the 
electrons as they come close to one another, whereas non-dynamical correlation is a 
result of the inability of the single reference Hartree-Fock wave function to accurately 
describe the electronic configuration of a system due to ncar dcgcncracies.3 In such 
cases, the non-dynamical correlation energy is obtained by including the relevant 
reference configurations in a linear combination, which in general is referred to as 
Complete Active Space SCF (CASSCF). The non-dynamical correlation energy, ENo, 
can then be defined as, 
END = EcASSCFlim - EHFiim (6.3) 
where both the CASSCF and HF energies are at the limit of a complete basis set. 
Dynamical and non-dynamical electron correlation are often discussed in terms of 
short range and long range effects. Non-dynamical correlation corresponds to the 
tendency of the electrons to be associated with certain nuclei, or regions of space, 
such as opposite atoms during bond dissociation and hence it is a long range effect . 
Whereas, dynamical correlation involves the inability of Hartree-Fock to describe the 
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interaction of electrons as they come close together. 
Other subdivisions and terminology for the electron correlation exist which may 
or may not prove useful in developing methods to deal with the correlation problem. 
Non-dynamical correlation is also referred to as left-right correlation1 which implies 
the tendency of electrons to move to different nuclei as opposed to being on each nu-
cleus an equal amount of time. Dynamical correlation can be subdivided into radial 
and angular correlation. Radial, or in-out, correlation corresponds to the requirement 
of additional electronic configurations that include atomic orbitals of the same angular 
quantum number but higher principal quantum number to more accurately describe 
the correlation between electrons, for example, using the 2s and 3s orbitals to describe 
He(ls2 ). Angular correlation is comprised of the correlation energy obtained through 
introducing configurations with higher angular quantum numbers. Such partitioning 
of the correlation energy is useful for analysis of electron correlation in different sys-
tems3 which provides insight into the development of new approaches. A partitioning 
scheme designed for such a purpose has been given by Clementi,4 in which the corre-
lation energy is divided into atomic, covalent, ionic, and van der Waals contributions. 
1.2 Explicitly correlated wave functions and exact energies of atomic sys-
terns 
For small systems, it is possible to obtain correlated wave functions that are very 
near exact. This was first realized by Hylleraas,5 when he determined the helium 
wave function, assuming the form, 
(6.4) 
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which includes the interelectronic distance, r 12 , along with the positions of the two 
electrons with respect to the nucleus, r 1 and r 2 . Hylleraas' calculations predicted the 
first ionization potential of helium to be 24.58eV, which differs from the experimental 
value (24.59eV) by 0.01eV.2 Although highly accurate, Hylleraas' approach becomes 
significantly more complicated for systems with even three electrons and is therefore 
quite impractical. Despite this complexity, investigations still continue into explicitly 
correlated wave functions .6• 7 Hylleraas is also responsible for expressing the exact 
energy, actually E/Z2 , of the helium-like ion as a Laurent series of the nuclear charge, 
Z, using perturbation theory.8 The expansion of the exact non-relativistic, E(N, Z), 
Hartree-Fock, EHF(N, Z), and correlation energies, Ecorr(N, Z), were estimated by 
Davidson et al. for isoelectronic series of 2 to 18 electrons, N, using experimental 
and ab initio values.9• 10 
E(N, Z) = Bo(N)Z2 + B1Z + B2(N) + 83(N)Z-1 +... (6.5) 
eHF(N, z) = B~F(N)z2 + BrF(N)z + B~-IF(N) + BrF(N)z-l +... (6.6) 
Ecorr(N, Z) = !J.Bo(N)Z2 + !J.B1(N)Z + !J.B2(N) + !J.B3(N)Z- 1 +.. . (6.7) 
Each N dependent coefficient in the correlation energy expansion is given by 
(6.8) 
The correlation energy as a function of Z, for N = 2- 12, is given in Figure 6.1. 
With the exception of N = 4 - 7 and 12, the first two coefficients of the exact 
and Hartree-Fock energy expansions are equivalent , 10 and hence they do not ap-
pear in the correlation energy expansion. In these cases, there are small changes in 
Ecorr(N, Z) for the first low Z values and then Ecorr(N, Z) approaches its limiting 
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F igure 6.1. Correlation energy as a function of nuclear charge, Z, for iso Jectronic series of 2 to 1 
electrons (N = 2 - 12). 
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value, D.B2 (N). For the systems with four to seven and twelve electrons, the second 
coefficient of the expansion does not cancel. This is due to the inaccurate description 
of the system by a single reference Hartree-Fock wave function, or the aforementioned 
non-dynamical correlation energy. Unoccupied hydrogen-like 2s and 2p orbitals are 
degenerate. In the case of four-electron isoelectronic series, the occupation of the or-
bitals lifts the degeneracy due to electron-electron repulsion, however the ls22s2 and 
ls22p2 configurations remain nearly degenerate, and approach degeneracy as Z - oo. 
The non-dynamical correlation present in these systems leads to a correlation energy 
expansion, Ecorr(N, Z), that is linear in Z. 
Near exact correlated wave functions can only be determined for the simplest sys-
tems. Expansions of the correlation energy of atoms and ions in terms of nuclear 
charge provide only the energy and cannot be extended to molecules in a straight-
forward manner. However, both of these developments supply important data for 
approaching the correlation problem. Similar work has also been done concerning 
a hypothetical atom, referred to as the Hookium atom.11 The Hookium atom has 
the same Hamiltonian as helium-like ions except the nuclear attraction potential is 
replaced by a harmonic (Hooke's law) potential. The Hookium system provides an 
alternative system for which properties can be determined extremely accurately. For 
either system, the correlated wave functions provide a tool for measuring the effects 
of electron correlation, whereas the correlation energies provided by the Laurent ex-
pansions can be used to determine the quality of approximate, "correlated" methods. 
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1.3 Traditional wave function methods 
The correla tion problem can be dealt with in a variety of ways, by several meth-
ods that are formally exact but have their own approximations and subsequent faults. 
Methods t hat involve expanding the wave function in terms of excited configurations 
of a reference wave function, which is normally the Hartree-Fock wave function, in-
elude configuration interaction (CI) and coupled-cluster theory (CC). The CI wave 
function is a linear expansion, 
(6.9) 
which, when substituted into the Schrodinger equation, leads to the matrix equation 
Hc = Ec (6.10) 
where H = (\l'1 IHI\l'J) is the CI matrix, cis the CI vector of coefficients, and E is 
a diagonal matrix of configuration energies. The above equation is solved by diago-
nalizing the CI matrix, H . The dimension of the full CI problem grows factorially 
with the number of electrons and basis functions and therefore a full CI solution is 
not possible for most chemical systems.12 Therefore, the CI expansion is normally 
truncated a t some n-tuple excitation, such as CI with single and double excitations 
(CISD) . The size of the CI vector, c , is often so enormous that it cannot be stored 
in memory for many calculations. This led to the development of direct CI methods 
which use Slater determinants as opposed to spin eigenfunctions (i.e . configuration 
state functions ( CSFs)) to efficient ly evaluate the required coupling coefficients.13• 14 
Algorithms solving the CI problem are also accelerated by exploit ing the significant 
sparsity of the CI matrix, H , as a large number of electronic configurations do not 
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contribute at all to the CI wave function.15 Full CI methods are quite useful in pro-
viding a benchmark for other correlated methods, as they are ext remely reliable due 
to their variational nature. Unfortunately, the advances in computational power and 
algorithm development have not made full CI methods applicable to general chemical 
problems and will not in the near future. Therefore, it is necessary to truncate the 
CI expansion which has a well known drawback. 
Truncated CI methods are not size consistent , meaning the energy of infinitely 
separated systems are not additive. This problem was circumvented by the develop-
ment of quadratic CI (QCI) methods,16 which in the spirit of coupled-cluster (CC) 
theory, include products of excitations, such as disconnected triples, i'd '2 , where Tn 
is the n-tuple excitation operator. The minimal number of terms from the CC ex-
pansion, necessary for size consistency, are includedY The cluster expansion of the 
reference wave function, J"W0 ) , is given by 
(6.11) 
A N A 
where T = I::n=l Tn and N is the number of electrons. In CC theory, the expansion 
is normally truncated at the double excitation operator. However , higher order exci-
tations, such as triple and quadruple excitations, are approximated by their discon-
nected analogues. The CC approximation is size consistent at any level of truncation 
which is why it has become a standard for the calculation of highly accurate wave 
functions, especially coupled-cluster singles and doubles including a non-iterative ap-
proximation of the triple excitations, CCSD(T).1 
As an alternative to CI and CC methods, M0ller-Plesset perturbation theory 
provides a size consistent approach to the correla tion problem. A correlated wave 
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function is not obtained, but corrections to the energy are obtained by applying a 
perturbation to the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian.18 Contributions to the correlation en-
ergy are given by t he second order and higher energy corrections, which correspond 
to the MPn levels of theory. Similar to CI, the energy contributions can be divided in 
terms of contributions from single, double, etc., excitations. 1 Kutzelnigg and Klop-
per19 were able to improve convergence of MP2 calculations with respect to basis set 
by introducing r 12 dependent terms in a partial wave expansion, MP2-Rl2. The same 
approach has since been applied to CI20 and CC21 theories. 
Given a single reference wave function, the truncated versions of CI and CC theory, 
as well as MPn theory, will recover a large percentage of the dynamical correlation 
energy. If the single reference wave function is a poor description of the system, 
such as a partially dissociated bond, only Full CI will account for the non-dynamical 
correlation. In such cases, multi-reference (MR) , or multi-configurational (MC), wave 
functions are used,22 which are linear combinations of determinantal wave functions 
deemed necessary to describe the reference state. 
l'lfMCSCF) = L ci i'lfi ) 
I 
(6.12) 
The MC wave function is determined by an SCF procedure (MCSCF) , in which the 
energy is minimized with respect to both the expansion coefficients and the orbitals. 
(6.13) 
Different minimization schemes can be applied. In many cases, a Newton-Raphson or 
modified Newton-Raphson method is applied.23 The arbitrary selection of important 
electronic configurations for a MC wave function introduces a bias which can make 
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MCSCF methods unreliable. However, specifying an active space of orbitals and 
using all possible configurations involving those orbitals, referred to as the complete 
active space (CASSCF) , is a more general and reliable approach. The MCSCF wave 
function will account for the non-dynamical correlation energy, and hence provide a 
qualitatively correct description of the chemical system. 1 For a quantitatively correct 
description, it is necessary to include the dynamical correlation energy by applying CI 
(MRCI), CC (MRCC) , or MP2 (CASPT2) theories to the MR, or MC, wave function. 
1.4 Density Functional Theory 
The electron correlation problem can also be approached without a wave function 
at all, at least in theory. Density Functional Theory (DFT) defines the energy of an 
electronic system as a functional of the electron density. 
E[p(r)] = Vcxt[p(r)] + F[p(r)] (6.14) 
where Vext is the external potential and F [p(r)] is the universal functional. For 
molecules in the absence of an external field, the external potential is equivalent 
to the nuclear-electron potential, Vexdp(r)] = VNc[p(r)]. The universal functional is 
independent of the system and includes the kinetic energy of the electrons, T[p( r)], 
and electron-electron potential energy, Vee [p( r) ]. 
F[p(r)] = T[p(r)] + Vcc[p(r)] (6.15) 
The electron-electron potential energy functional can be divided into the Coulomb 
repulsion and exchange-correlation, Exc[p(r)], functionals . 
(6.16) 
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The Coulomb repulsion energy is the only component of the universal functional for 
which the expression in terms of density is known. However, the Coulomb repulsion 
functional does contain self-interaction error (SIE), which is evident in the fact that 
for a one-electron system the Coulomb repulsion energy is not zero. In Hartree-Fock 
theory, there is no SIE due to cancellation with the corresponding exchange integral. 
The Kohn-Sham method was developed to deal with the inability to express the 
kinetic energy in terms of density. The Kohn-Sham approach involves defining a 
fictitious system of non-interacting electrons, which have the same density as the 
exact ground state density of the system, pKS(r) = p0 (r). The kinetic energy of 
the non-interacting system, TKS, can then be expressed in terms of the Kohn-Sham 
orbitals, {xfs}. 
N 
r~<s = - ~ L(x!<s(1)1Vilx!<s(1)) (6.17) 
i= l 
The Kohn-Sham exchange-correlation functional then also accounts for the correction 
to the kinetic energy of the system of non-interacting electrons, t:.T[p(r)]. Minimizing 
the Kohn-Sham energy expression in terms of the Kohn-Sham orbitals, under the 
constraint that the orbitals remain orthonormal, leads to the Kohn-Sham equations. 
(6 .18) 
The exchange-correlation operator, 1lxc(r), is defined as the functional derivative of 
the exchange-correlation energy with respect to the density. 
, ( ) _ JExc[p(r)] 
Vxc r - llp(r) (6.19) 
The exact form of the exchange-correlation operator remains unknown, however 
several approximations exist. Generally, the exchange-correlation operator is ex-
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pressed as a sum of exchange, vx(r) , and correlation, vc(r), parts. 
(6.20) 
Such an expression is reasonable because one would expect that the density functional 
form of the exchange, or Fermi correlation, energy is separable from the energy due to 
kinetic energy correction, SIE correction, and electron correlation. One of the earliest 
forms of the exchange operator was derived by Bloch and Dirac, which is commonly 
referred to as the Slater exchange. 24 
(6.21) 
Exchange and correlation operators that are only dependent on the density to some 
power are classified as local density approximations (LDA) , v~pA[p(r)] . More flexi-
bility in the functional form is found if it is applied to the unrestricted system. The 
exchange-correlation operator then incorporates the spin-density, Pa ( r) and Pf3 ( r) , 
rather than just the total density, p(r) = p0 (r) + Pf3(r) , which is referred to as the 
local spin-density approximation (LSDA) (see Appendix A). However, the derivation 
of such formulations from the homogeneous electron gas leads to expected inaccuracy 
due to the inhomogeneous electron density of molecules. To address such a prob-
lem, the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was introduced, in which the 
exchange and correlation operators incorporate the gradients of the spin densities, 
v:cGA [Pa ( r) , Pf3 ( r), \7 Pa ( r), \7 Pf3 ( r) ]. The exchange functional introduced by Becke25 
referred to as B88 (or simply B) consists of a LSDA term and a complex integral over 
spin density and density gradients and hence is a GGA functional (Appendix A). The 
meta-GGA functionals incorporate the Laplacian, or kinetic energy density, into the 
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exchange and correlation functions. The adaptation of the Colle-Salvetti correlation 
energy function to a density functional by Lee, Yang and Parr,26 the LYP functional 
(Appendix A), is a meta-GGA functional. It is the combination of these different lev-
els of exchange and correlation operators that lead to the hybrid functionals that have 
been popular for the past decade. The Becke three-parameter exchange-correlation 
functional, B3LYP, contains a sum of the LSDA and B88 exchange functionals and 
the Hartree-Fock exchange, along with the VWN (LSDA) and LYP correlation en-
ergy functionals24 (Appendix A). The contribution of each functional is weighted by 
three empirical parameters fit to a data set. For over a decade, B3LYP has been a 
mainstay in DFT studies of chemical systems due to the computational speed of the 
Kahn-Sham method and the accuracy of the B3L YP functional. Becke has recently de-
veloped an updated exchange-correlation functional, DF07,27 which consists of exact 
Hartree-Fock exchange, dynamical and non-dynamical correlation functionals, and a 
functional for dispersion (Appendix A). Also recently, Truhlar and coworkers28 have 
introduced the M06 family of hybrid meta-exchange-correlation functionals which are 
best suited to organometallic, inorganic, and noncovalent interactions. New func-
tionals which have been parametrized or fitted to larger data sets focusing on both 
covalent and noncovlaent interactions should certainly achieve higher accuracy in the 
determination of thermochemistry and kinetics. It is evident that the search for better 
approximations to the exact exchange-correlation functional continues. 
Although DFT and the associated approximate exchange-correlation functionals 
have become the predominant method for general chemical calculations, the function-
als are not without their flaws. There are fundamental problems associated with many 
density functionals such as behaviour at the high density limit, SIE, and size consis-
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tency. 29 The failure of the exchange-correlation functionals at the high density limit, 
as it pertains to atoms and molecules, concerns the approximation of exchange and 
correlation energy as the nuclear charge becomes very large (i.e. Z ---t ) . This fail-
ure is illustrated by calculations on the simpl isoelectronic series of helium-like ions 
(Figure 6.2) . Given that the correlation energy accounted for by po t Hartree-Fock 
methods is not equivalent to that of DFT, and the fact that the exchange contribu-
tions are not equivalent either , the total errors from the exact non-relativistic energy 
are compared here, Eerror = Beale - Ecxact· 
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Figure 6.2. Error in energies of two electron helium-like ions, Z = 2 - 28. (Other than B3LYP / 6-
31G(d) data, all calculations performed with a scaled aug-cc-pVQZ helium basis set.) 
For two-electron systems, it is seen that exchange-correlation functionals PBE1P BE 
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and the popular B3LYP deviate drastically from the exact energy and do not follow 
the behaviour of the post Hartree-Fock methods (MP2 and full CI). The post Hartree-
Fock methods consistently account for approximately 98% of the correlation energy. 
As Z increases, the DFT functionals are seen to rise above the exact energy and then 
above the Hartree-Fock energy. This failure is partially due to the fact that the func-
tionals include an exchange contribution, which should be zero (no Fermi correlation) 
for the closed-shell, two-electron case. However , it is noted by Davidson et al. in 
a much more in depth study of this phenomenon30 that most correlation function-
als, with the exception of LYP, diverge at large Z. In their study, they also note 
that no correlation functional effectively models the constant and linear behaviour 
of the correlation energy as a function of Z , which is observed for two-electron and 
four-electron systems, respectively (Figure 6.1). They found the best performance for 
a non-empirical meta-GGA correlation functional by Tao, Perdew, Staroverov, and 
Scuseria (TPSS). 
1.5 New approaches 
The behaviour of the exchange-correlation functionals , B3LYP and PBE1PBE 
(Figure 6.2) , suggests that a more accurate approach to such fundamental problems 
is achieved by replacing the exchange functional by Hartree-Fock exchange, an exact 
analytical expression. It then remains to develop a functional to account for the cor-
relation energy. This exact-exchange DFT approach has led to the development of 
several new correlation functionals, including Becke's DF07. Thakkar and coworkers 
have recently revived the Wigner correlation energy functional in a reparametriza-
tion where the parameters depend upon expectation values of the Hartree-Fock wave 
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function. 31 It appears as though a new generation of correlation functionals may 
emerge that can no longer benefit from a cancellation of error with the exchange 
functional. In the exact exchange formalism, SIE is corrected by the inclusion of 
Hartree-Fock exchange. However, some research has been devoted to treating this 
fundamental problem of exchange-correlation functionals. One particular approach 
minimizes SIE using Coulomb-attenuated functionals, which involves multiplying the 
Coulomb operator by the error function. 32 
Although DFT development has shifted significantly from exchange-correlation 
functionals to the exact-exchange and correlation functional formalism, many still 
believe density functional approaches are not the answer to the correlation problem. 
Gill ,33 Giorgi,34- 36 and others37 have begun the development of intracule functional 
theory (IFT). The basic premise of IFT is that the correlation energy can be ex-
pressed in terms of intracule functionals where the intracules are functions of, but 
not limited to, the relative positions, r12 = lr1 - r2l and momentum P12 = IP1 - P2l 
of two electrons. An analogous approach was suggested by Rassolov when he derived 
an expression for a Hartree-Fock electron correlation operator from the correlation 
energy of two-electron ions in the high density limit and the dense homogeneous 
electron gas.38 The extended Overhauser version of IFT developed by Giorgi and 
coworkers has been successful in describing the correlation energy of two-electrons in 
the high density limit.35 The approach was also extended to describing bond dissoci-
ation through separation of long and short range correlation effects,36 a scheme which 
has been previously applied to conventional density functionals. Gill has suggested 
several forms of intracule functionals, 33 among them is the Wigner intracule which 
was subsequently tested on a set of light atom diatomics.37 Investigations continue 
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into various intracule forms and their applicability.39 
An approach that resembles IFT and DFT but differs in the basic construction 
of the correlation functional , is orbital functional theory. The idea was proposed by 
Nesbet in an article that proves a local kinetic or exchange energy operator does not 
exist for any more than two electrons.40 It is therefore likely that a local correlation 
operator also does not exist. An orbital functional theory involving fractionally oc-
cupied orbitals, as suggested by Nesbet , can account for kinetic and exchange energy 
exactly and allows for the construction of a non-local correlation operator. Nesbet 
also derives a formally exact but implicit expression for the correlation energy of 
orbital functional theory. He later suggests how unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) 
could be extended to an orbital functional theory.41 The orbital functional theory 
Nesbet suggests is equivalent to natural orbital functional theory (NOFT) introduced 
by Goedecker and U mrigar. 42 Goedecker and U mrigar argue, that by expressing 
the energy as a functional of natural orbitals and occupation numbers, the only un-
known functional is the correlation energy. However, investigations by Scuseria and 
Staroverov43 and Cohen and Baerends44 reveal shortcomings in the early natural 
orbital functionals, referred to as the corrected Hartree (CH) and corrected Hartree-
Fock (CHF) functionals. The investigation by Scuseria and Staroverov also showed 
promise for the Goedecker and Umrigar functional despite some fundamental flaws 
regarding N-representability. Scuseria and Staroverov also refer to natural orbital 
functional theory as density matrix functional theory (DMFT)43 or, to be more spe-
cific, first-order reduced density matrix functional theory (1-RDMFT) as the natural 
orbitals and their occupation numbers are the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the 
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1-RDM. The 1-RDM, 1(x1 , x~), is defined by the integral 
r(xl, x~) = N J .. . J \ll(xl, x2, . .. 'XN )\ll(x~' X2, .. . 'XN )dx2 ... dxN (6.22) 
where \lJ is the N electron wave function and {xi} are the spatial and spin coor-
dinates of the electrons. Following the early attempts to develop NOFs, or DMFs, 
Pernal derived the general explicit form of the effective non-local potential for NOFT 
and analyzed its properties.45 Such a potential allows for the formulation of one-
electron equations similar to Hartree-Fock or DFT. Also, long before the advent of 
NOFT, Ludena had given a solid foundation for such an approach by proving the 
variational principle for the nth_order reduced density matrix.46 In an attempt to 
develop functionals of better quality and reliability than DFT, Cioslowski introduced 
new constraints on the NOFs and examined the effect .47 Piris has recently developed 
a new, more complex NOF which has experienced more success than its earlier coun-
terparts48-50 along with an iterative diagonalization method for determination of the 
natural orbitals. 51 Other groups have also joined in the search for effective NOFs.52· 53 
Further removed from traditional methods, and even orbital functional methods, 
is the second-order reduced density matrix (2-RDM) approach. The 2-RDM solves 
the Schrodinger equation and can be used to calculate molecular properties without 
the need for a wave function. Mazziotti has developed two methods for solving the 2-
RDM problem, semidefinite programming and by solving the contracted Schrodinger 
equation.54 The methods have been shown to account for both dynamical and non-
dynamical correlation. However, while these methods do not approximate unknown 
correlation functionals , they do incorporate their own set of approximations. Cur-
rently, the solutions to the 2-RDM problem do not compare in efficiency to the meth-
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ods discussed previously. However, it is only the early stages of development. 
The new concepts that have been introduced in recent years to deal with the 
correlation problem show promise. However, none have yet become sufficiently reliable 
and efficient to rival traditional methods. This implies a need for further development 
of current techniques and investigations into new strategies. The following sections 
present a possible approach to the correlation problem, its development and future 
path. 
2 A molecular orbital correlation functional 
The source of electron correlation is the approximation of the Hartree-Fock wave 
function, I W HF), using a Slater determinant of spin orbitals, {xi}. The corresponding 
expectation value of the electronic Hamiltonian, if (Equation 6.2), or the Hartree-
Fock energy, can be expressed over spin orbitals (Equation 6.23). 
N N N 
EHF = (ll!HFIHIWHF) = L hii + ~ L L (i.illij) (6.23) 
i=l i=l j=l 
where N is the number of electrons. The one-electron energy, hii, is given by the 
integral 
(6.24) 
where h contains the kinetic energy and nuclear attraction potential energy operators. 
M h~ _ _ .!. n2 _ "'""' Z A , - 2 vl L 
A=l rlA 
(6.25) 
where M is the total number of nuclei. The second term of the Hartree-Fock energy 
expression is the two-electron energy, the Coulomb and exchange energy, given by the 
antisymmetrized two-electron integral, ( ij IIi j). 
('i.illi.i) = (i.iliJ)- (i.il.i'i) (6.26) 
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The Coulomb, Jij, and exchange, I<ij, integrals contain the electron-electron potential 
t - 1 energy opera or, r 12 . 
(6.27) 
(6.28) 
where xi is the spatial and spin coordinates of the ith electron, xi = (ri , wi) · The 
Hartree-Fock equations (Equation 6.29) are derived by minimization of the energy 
with respect to the spin orbitals under the constraint that they remain orthonormal, 
(xiiXi) = oij, also known as the orbital Euler-Lagrange (OEL) method.55 
(6.29) 
The Fock operator, f, is given by 
N 
j = h+ ~jj- kj (6.30) 
j=l 
where Ji and ki are the Coulomb and exchange operators, respectively. The Hartree-
Fock equations are solved by Roothaan's method (Equation 6.31), which involves ex-
pressing the Hartree-Fock equations over spatial, or molecular, orbitals, { <Pa}. This is 
followed by expansion of the molecular orbitals (MOs) over basis functions, { 'l/;J.L }, with 
MO coefficients, { CJ.La}, and construction of a Fock matrix, F , which is diagonalized. 
FC = SCE (6.31) 
where S is the overlap matrix, E is the diagonal orbital energies matrix, and C is the 
matrix of MO coefficients. The Fock matrix depends on the MOs, and diagonalizing 
the Fock matrix yields MO coefficients. Therefore, the solution of the Hartree-Fock 
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equations is iterative. The Fock operator acts independently on each electron, expos-
ing it to the average field of the other electrons, referred to as a self-consistent field 
(SCF). The consequence of such an approach is the lack of electron correlation. 
Could electron correlation be introduced if more flexibility was given to the Hartree-
Fock energy expression? Such flexibility is introduced by allowing the occupancies of 
the spin orbitals, ni, to vary between 0 and 1. Electrons then not only occupy the 
first N spin orbitals, but also have the freedom to occupy the 2K - N virtual spin 
orbitals, where J( is the number of basis functions. In order to recover the density 
2K 
p(r) =I: x~*(x)x~(x) (6.32) 
i=l 
and agree with the Hartree-Fock energy expression when the first N spin orbitals have 
occupancies of 1, the spin orbitals take the form {x~ = .Jnixi}, under the constraints, 
0 :::; ni :::; 1 and ~;!;, ni = N . The result ing energy expression is a function of both 
the spin orbitals and the occupancies (Equation 6.33) . 
2K 2K 2K 
EvoHF[ni, Xi]= L n)l-ii + ~ L L ninj(Jij- Kij) (6.33) 
i=l i=l j=l 
The corresponding OEL equations, or variational occupancy Har tree-Fock (VOHF) 
equations, are 
2/( 
nJ(nj)Xi(xi) = L EjiXj(x, ) 
j=l 
where the Fock operator, ](nj), depends on the occupancy. 
2K 
](nj) = h + L nj(Jj - k j) 
j=l 
(6.34) 
(6.35) 
Unlike the Hartree-Fock case, minimization of t he spin orbitals does not lead to a set 
of eigenvalue equations. The occupancy dependent Fock operator (Equation 6.34) is 
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not invariant to a unitary transformation that diagonalizes the matrix of Lagrange 
multipliers, Eij· Therefore, the resulting equations contain a sum of Lagrange multi-
pliers (Equation 6.35). The energy is also a function of the occupancies, and hence 
a second set of equations are obtained by minimizing the energy with respect to the 
occupancies, under the constraint, 2:;~1 ni = N. 
2K 
hii + L nj(Jij - Kij) =A 
j=l 
(6.36) 
When the above equation is compared to Equation 6.34 it is seen that A = ;: . In 
general, extremum may also be found at the endpoints of the interval containing the 
variational parameter, therefore Equation 6.36 need only be satisfied for ni such that 
0 < ni < 1. Similar to Hartree-Fock theory the energy expression (Equation 6.33) 
and the orbital equations (Equation 6.34) can be expressed over spatial orbitals, <Pa, 
by integration over the spin coordinate, w. 
I< I< I< 
Evm-IF[ma, <Pa] = L mahaa + ~ L L mamb(Jab - ~Kab) (6.37) 
a = l a= l b=l 
(6.38) 
where the Fock operator over spatial orbitals is given by 
I< 
/(mb) = l1 + L mb(Jb - ~kb) (6.39) 
b= l 
For the closed-shell case, it is assumed that the alpha and beta occupancies of <Pa, na 
and ncr, are equal and their sum is ma· The allowed interval for the spatial orbital 
occupancy, ma, is then 0 :::; ma :::; 2. 
(6.40) 
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(6.41) 
The OEL equations result ing from minimization of the energy with respect to occu-
pancy become 
K 
haa + L mb(Jab- ~Kab) = A (6.42) 
b=l 
In order to determine the orbitals and their corresponding occupancies, the two sets 
of equations for spin orbitals (Equations 6.34 and 6.36) or spatial orbitals (Equations 
6.38 and 6.42) , must be solved simultaneously. However , first consider altering the 
Hartree-Fock occupancy in the closed-shell case (Equation 6.37) by transferring 6 
electrons from the occupied orbital <Pa to the unoccupied virtual orbital <Pr. (i.e. 
ma : 2 ---> 2- 6 and mr : 0 ---> 6). The VOHF energy can be expressed in terms of 6, 
EvoHF[6]. 
(6.43) 
The first term following t he Hartree-Fock energy is a difference of orbital energies, 
which is always positive for Hartree-Fock orbitals, and the second is a sum of Coulomb 
energies, which are also positive. Therefore, it is difficult to imagine a situation in 
which, 
(6.44) 
While a rigorous proof of the opposite of the above inequality may be possible, it is 
not necessary. Lieb proved that an energy functional of the 1-RDM, with the form of 
the VOHF energy expression, is bounded from below by the Hartree-Fock energy.56 
(6.45) 
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It can be concluded that the VOHF energy expression must take a different form if 
such an approach is to account for electron correlation. Actually, the VOHF energy 
expression, EvoHF[ni , Xi], closely resembles the OFT, or 1-RDMFT, energy expres-
sions.43 However, unlike NOFT, EvOI-IF[ni, Xi] does not include a correlation energy 
functional , Ecorr[ni, Xi]· The derivation of a correlation functional is the next step in 
the development of such a theory. 
Consider the closed-shell Hartree-Fock energy expression. 
N/2 N/2 N/2 
EHF = 2Lhaa+ LL 2Jab - Kab (6.46) 
a=l a = l b= l 
The energy expression can be modified, EMHF, by the addition of a correlation energy 
term. 
N/ 2 N/2 N/2 N/2 N/ 2 
EMHF = 2Lhaa+ LL2Jab - Kab- LLQab (6.47) 
a = l a = l b= l a=l b= l 
Derivation of the corresponding OEL equations results in a modified, correlated Fock 
operator. 
N/2 N/ 2 
1 = h + 2::.:: 2Jb - kb - 2::.:: Qb 
b= l b= l 
The form of the correlation operator, Qb, has important implications. If 
where p does not depend on ¢b , then 
N/2 L (aiqbia) = (al ~q(p) ia) 
b= l 
(6.48) 
(6.49) 
(6.50) 
The correlation operator in this case, like the Coulomb operator, Jb , may be written 
in terms of density, q[p(r)]. 
(6.51) 
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N/2 N/2 
Ecoul = 2:: 2:: 2Jab 
a=l b=l 
N/2 N / 2 
= 2 2:: (ali: Jbia) 
a=l b=l 
(6.52) 
This implies the modified Hartree-Fock equations, using an operator of the form in 
Equation 6.49, are equivalent to the exact-exchange formulation of DFT. However, it 
is possible to define a correlation operator Pb that depends on ¢b then, unlike DFT, 
the operator and hence the functional operates at the MO level. One can also define 
a non-local correlation operator analogous to the exchange operator. 
(6.53) 
A correlation operator of this form differs from any DFT operator regardless of 
whether p depends on ¢b or not. The resulting modified Fock operator could then be 
used to solve for the modified, or correlated, Hartree-Fock orbitals using Roothaan's 
equation (Equation 6.31). This approach resembles exact-exchange DFT, however 
the operator now acts at the MO level and may be local or non-local. However, if 
a MHF method cannot accurately account for electron correlation, variational occu-
pancy may be introduced to the correlation operator, (lb(mb), along with the entire 
energy expression, as in VOHF (Equation 6.37). The resulting energy expression is 
then analogous to t hat of NOFT, or 1-RDMFT. 
(6.54) 
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As previously mentioned, NOFT has experienced some success in dealing with the 
correlation problem but is currently far from becoming a mainstream computational 
chemistry method. There is a need for the development of accurate and universal 
correlation functionals. It is important that the new correlation functionals treat 
simple systems, such as two and four electron systems correctly, as fundamental flaws 
may lead to unreliability. 
For a two-electron singlet system there is Coulomb correlation, but no Fermi 
correlation, hence no exchange. For a two-electron triplet system, there is Fermi 
correlation, or exchange, and, as a result, minimal Coulomb correlation. Curiosity 
then leads to a comparison of the Coulomb correlation of the singlet to the Fermi 
correlation of the triplet (Figure 6.3). The exchange energy of the triplet systems was 
calculated at UHF using a scaled aug-cc-p VQZ basis set for helium. 
The comparison of the correlation energy of the two-electron singlet system to the 
exchange energy of the triplet as function of nuclear charge, Z, reveals no obvious 
relationship. Although, it is noted that the correlation and exchange energies for 
helium are quite close, -0.042044 hartrees and -0.039312 hartrees, respectively. 
The different behaviours of the correlation energy as a function of Z for two-
electron and four-electron systems (Figure 6.1), is a fundamental property that should 
be modelled by a correlation energy functional and corresponding correlation opera-
tor. The linear behaviour of the four-electron systems is due to the near degeneracy 
of the 2s and 2p atomic orbitals. This suggests a connection between the correlation 
energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap. The HOMO-LUMO gap, calculated at HF /6-
31G(d), for two and four-electron systems as a function of Z is given in Figure 6.4. 
The HOMO-LUMO gap for two-electron systems is found to be a quadratic in 
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calculated at UHF using a scaled aug-cc-pVQZ helium basis set. 
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Z, whereas for four electrons, it is linear in Z. This power of Z difference is the 
inverse of that seen for the correlation energy. Therefore, a functional which consists 
of the inverse of the HOMO-LUMO gap multiplied by a functional which is linear in 
Z for both systems, r[¢N;2, cPN/2+1, ... ], will at least qualitatively model the different 
behaviours of the correlation energy for two and four-electron systems. 
Q[cPa] = r[cPN/2, cPN/2+1> · · ·] 
f.N/2+1 - f.N/2 
(6.55) 
Upon investigation of some MO properties, it was found that the HOMO energy is 
an approximately linear function of Z. A plot of the Q[<Pa] as a function of Z for two 
and four-electron systems, where r[¢N;2, cPN/2+1, . . . ] = EN;2, is given in Figure 6.5. 
It is noticed that Q[<Pa] is about two orders of magni tude larger than that of the 
correlation energy, however at this point we only illustrate the ability to qualitatively 
model the behaviours of correlation energy for two and four-electron systems in the 
high density limit. Howard and March have actually suggested that an exchange-
correlation functional could be expressed solely in terms of HOMO and LUMO prop-
erties.57 It is not necessarily suggested here that a correlation functional should be 
derived from HOMO and LUMO energies. However, it is suggested that a functional 
should be constructed from MO properties. There has been previous success in re-
lating the size of localized molecular orbitals (LM Os) to the correlation energy of 
small molecules. 58 The recently derived average distance between two electrons59 is 
a generalization of LMO size and could possibly be used to const ruct a correlation 
energy functional. Other useful properties may include kinetic and potential energies, 
and first , second and even higher order moments. However, an alternative method for 
discovering an accurate correlation energy functional is the investigation of correlated 
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post Hartree-Fock energy expressions. 
3 The explicit CISD energy expression 
Insight into the required elements of a MO correlation energy functional can be ob-
tained through examination of the CI energy expressions. Consider, the very simple, 
double CI (DCI) wave function for He with two basis functions (i.e one virtual). 
(6.56) 
The wave function is a sum of the Hartree-Fock wave function , /'ll0 ), and the deter-
minant describing the double excitation, l'll~i)- The DCI energy expression is derived 
from the expectation value of the Hamiltonian with the DCI wave function. 
The first two terms are contributions from the energies of each configuration, 
Eo = 2hn + Jn 
(6.57) 
(6.58) 
(6.59) 
Mixing of the Hartree-Fock wave function with the double excitation gives an ex-
change contribution, eoc~iK12 . While the helium DCI wave function with two basis 
functions only recovers a tiny fraction of the total correlation energy, the mechanism 
for lowering the energy is of interest. An increase of the contribution from the dou-
ble excitation energy will only raise the energy. However, this is counteracted by 
the increase in contribution from the exchange integral, K 12 , which lowers the en-
ergy. Actually, the above DCI equation is analogous to the natural expansion energy 
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expression for two electron systems, ENE· 60 
I< I< I< 
ENE= 2:::: ,;hii + 2::::2:::: ri/jKij (6.60) 
i=l i=l j=l 
For two basis function DCI(Equation 6.57) or equivalently two natural orbitals in 
the natural expansion (Equation 6.60), the expressions become identical for 11 = Co 
and 12 = cii· If more basis functions, or natural orbitals, are added, the expressions 
remain equivalent if the DCI wave function includes only excitations of the form l'll~I) 
(i.e. to the same spatial orbital). However, in the case of the DCI equations, it is only 
the coefficients, { Ci}, that are variational. Whereas, in the natural expansion, both the 
orbitals and the coefficients, {ri} , are variational. If a MCSCF approach was applied 
to the modified DCI wave function, then the natural orbitals would be the solution. 
In the case of the natural expansion, two sets of OEL equations can be derived, 
corresponding to minimization of the energy with respect to the natural orbitals and 
the coefficients.60 The OEL equations are similar to those derived previously for 
VOHF (Equations 6.34 and 6.36). However, no attempt has been made to solve the 
equations for the natural orbitals. 5° Kutzelnigg did solve approximate versions of the 
equations, yet they only apply to two-electron systems. Others have determined the 
natural orbitals for two-electron systems using other methods in an effort to explore 
the effects of electron correlation.60 While insight may be gained from the various 
wave functions and energy expressions for two-electron systems, a similar investigation 
could be extended to many-electron systems. 
The general CISD wave function, in terms of alpha and beta spin orbitals, is given 
by 
ar ar 
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(6.61) 
abrs abrs abrs 
The wave function can be expressed as the sum of the Hartree-Fock wave function, 
11¥0 ), and determinants describing single alpha excitations, 1~¥:), single beta exci-
tations, I'll~), double alpha excitations, 1w:b), double beta excitations, I'll~), and 
alpha-beta excitations, I w:E). The energy expression is calculated as the expectation 
value of the Hamiltonian. 
Ecrso = ('llcrsoiHI'llcrso) (6.62) 
The energy expression over spatial orbitals can be derived using the Slater-Condon 
rules for matrix element evaluation.18 Also, each possible combination of alpha and 
beta spin orbitals must be accounted for in the derivation. For example, the matrix 
element (w:IHI'llt;), has four possible cases; a =I= band r =I= s, a= band r =I= s, a =I= b 
and r = s, and a= band r = s. To include each case in the general expanded energy 
expression, each term is multiplied by the corresponding conditional function. The 
matrix element for the a =I= b and r =I= s case is multiplied by (1- bab) (1- br5 ), an 
and statement. The cases, a = b and r =I= s, and a =I= b and r = s , are multiplied 
by bab (1 - brs) and brs (1- bab), respectively. The conditional function for the case 
a = b and r = s, is of course babbrs· Similar to the and statement, an or statement 
could be constructed if necessary, for the case a =I= b or r =I= s. The conditional 
function would be (1 - babbr5 ). Simplification of the energy expression is achieved by 
expressing matrix elements of configurations that differ by one spin orbital, in terms 
of off-diagonal Fock matrix elements, Fij, i =/= j. For example, the matrix element 
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(\ll~IHI\ll~) expanded using the Slater-Condon rules gives 
(w:IHI\ll~) = hrs + L(rpllsp) (6.63) 
p 
where the sum over p includes all the spin orbitals of either l\ll~), or l \ll~). It is noticed 
that the matrix element closely resembles an off-diagonal Fock matrix element, Frs· 
hrs + L(rpllsp) = Frs- (mll sa) (6.64) 
p 
Substitution using the above equality l ads to significant simplification of the general 
CISD energy expression and the presence of Fock matrix elements leads to easier 
evaluation of such an energy expression. However, in the derivation presented here, 
the MOs are considered to be fixed Hartree-Fock l\IIOs and therefore Fi1 = 0, i =/= 
j. The general CISD closed-shell energy expression is derived using the conditional 
functions, the Slater-Condon rules, the orthogonality of the spin functions, and the 
off-diagonal Fock matrix element substitution. 
Ecrso =Eo+ 2 L (c:)2 (Er- Ea ) + L { ~ (c:~)2 + (c:'E) 2 } (Er + Es- Ea- Eb) 
ar abrs 
+ L (Dabrs{abirs)- Darbs(aribs)) + L Darst(arist) + L Dabcr·(abicr) 
abrs arst abcr 
+ L Drstu (r situ) + L Dabcd(abicd) 
rstu abed 
+ L {2:: (cg~) 2 + (c:D 2 + (c~) 2 - 3 (c:D 2 } lar 
ar bs 
+ L {2: (c:D 2 - (cg~) 2 } K ar 
ar bs 
(6.65) 
where 
(6.66) 
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D = 2cr cs + "'""' { 2ctr cts + ct'f_d~ + cr~cs! + cries! + ctT_cts_ } 
arbs a b 6 ca eb ea cb ae be ca eb ae be (6.67) 
et 
Darst= L C~ { 4c~~ + 2ci~ + 2<1} (6.68) 
b 
D abcr = L c~ { 4c:b - 2c:); - 2c~~ } (6.69) 
s 
(6.70) 
D "'""' { 1 rs rs + rs rs} abed = 6 2cabccd cabccd (6.71) 
rs 
Also important for simplification, is the antisymmetry of the coefficients, c:b = -c~/; = 
-c~ = cg:. In the closed-shell case, there are also the relations, c: = ~' c:b = c~, 
and c:~ = cg~. Therefore, the general closed-shell CISD energy is given in terms of 
single excitations, c:, double excitations of the same spin, c:b, and double excita-
tions of opposite spin, c:~ . In principle, the CISD wave function could be determined 
first , by determination of the Hartree-Fock MOs and then, by minimization of the 
CISD energy expression (Equation 6.65) using some optimization technique such as 
Newton-Raphson. Solving the CISD equation using an optimization technique avoids 
the usual matrix diagonalization associated with solving the CI equations, which is 
normally done iteratively by Davidson's method.61 While there may not necessarily 
be any speed advantages by solving the CISD problem using Equation 6.65, it does 
allow for the observation of which terms are important for electron correlation. These 
observations could lead to approximate equations by truncation as well as correlation 
functionals which model the effects of the important correlation energy terms. Alter-
natively, OEL equations could be derived with respect to the orbitals and possibly 
the coefficients, which leads to another method of solving the CISD problem. Such an 
approach would be similar to the correlated one-particle (COP) method of Bartlett et 
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al. in which a one-particle operator is derived from the coupled-cluster equations.62 
4 Conclusions 
The correlation problem continues to plague computational chemists while pro-
viding a very interesting challenge to theoreticians. The methods of dealing with the 
problem are continually evolving, with the appearance of exact-exchange density func-
tional theory, natural orbital, or first-order reduced density matrix, functional theory, 
and second-order reduced density matrix methods which require no wave function or 
density. It is not obvious which approach may lead to the most effective method for 
dealing with electron correlation. However, it is believed that better results will be 
achieved by considering the quantum nature of the electrons, in other words, their 
orbitals, rather than a classical density distribution. 
Orbital functional theory is in the early stages of development and moderate suc-
cess has been achieved for some natural orbital functionals. The number of different 
NOFs is quite small. Investigations into the relationships between correlation energy 
and MO properties is an important tool for the development of an effective MO corre-
lation functional. The correlation energy obtained by post Hartree-Fock methods can 
be expressed in terms of integrals over MOs which, of course, are also MO properties. 
The form of such properties and their behaviour also provides insight into how to 
derive a MO correlation energy functional. 
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Chapter 7 
Summary 
In general, theoretical chemistry is aimed towards making computational methods 
faster and more accurate. However, with such a range of computational methods, 
from full CI to molecular mechanics, there are many ways to increase efficiency. 
Simplification of information included in molecular wave functions, that allows for 
easier interpretation, provides a means to determine steric interactions without the 
calculation of reaction energetics (Chapter 2) . If the focus is narrowed to electron-
electron and electron-nucleus interactions, a similar sort of simplification not only 
models the interactions (Chapters 3 and 4) but leads to a theory that bridges the gap 
between electronic structure and molecular mechanics (Chapter 5) . It is also possible 
that similar modelling approaches can lead to faster , more accurate, wave function 
methods (Chapter 6) . 
The theoretical definition of the size and shape of a molecule or substituent (Chap-
ter 2) correlates well with more sophisticated theoretical methods of determining 
molecular volume and can predict steric effects. However, no use has been made of 
the shape components provided by the origin invariant second moment tensor. It is 
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expected that for sterically hindered reactions in which orientation plays a role, the 
shape of the substituent may provide insight into experimental results. The shape and 
size of a substit uent could also be incorporated into conformational search algorithms 
such as those used for proteins. 
The relationships between the average interelectronic distance (Chapters 3 and 4) 
and average electron-nucleus distance (Chapter 4) and the corr sponding molecular 
orbital energy components have already led to the development of SEST (Chap-
ter 5). However, the relationships observed are not exact, and the investigation of 
the deviations, such as the delocalized core molecular orbitals, will lead to a better 
understanding of molecular orbital properties and possibly more accurate models. 
Furthermore, the development of SEST is not the only application of these rela-
tionships. The approximation of a two-electron property, the Coulomb integral, by 
a one-electron property, the average interelectronic distance, is an important result 
that could be used to speed up large SCF calculations or geometry optimizations. 
Also, as previously suggested, the average interelectronic distance may also be useful 
in the development of a molecular orbital correlation functional. 
Simulated Electronic Structure Th ory (SEST) is in the early stages of its devel-
opment (Chapter 5). There are many fundamental aspects of the theory that need 
to be addressed, such as the transferability of the atomic interactions and the uni-
versali ty of the functional form. Investigations into such issues will likely require the 
construction of a small force field for a collection of small molecules for which such 
properties as vibrational frequencies and bond energetics could be calculated. In or-
der to construct a force field , an algorithm for determining the parameters of a set 
of molecules will also be needed. There is still a significant amount of work to be 
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done before SEST is applicable to large chemical systems like molecular mechanics. 
However, the advantages of including the electronic structure should provide some 
incentive. 
In observing the recent trend in new approaches to the correlation problem (Chap-
ter 6), the development of orbital functional theory appears inevi table. One arrives 
at a similar conclusion by starting at Hartree-Fock theory and searching for ways to 
include the electron correlation. The challenge is then to derive an efficient electron 
correlation functional in terms of molecular orbitals. There may be several ways to 
achieve this goal including investigation of explicit energy expressions of correlated 
wave functions and the relationship between the correlation energy and properties of 
molecular orbitals. 
The usc of first and second moment operators to derive properties of molecular 
orbitals and molecular wave functions has led to significant developments across dif-
ferent areas of th oretical chemistry. The simple models that hav been derived lead 
to very useful approximations while providing a mechanism for interpretation. T wo 
important avenues of future research include two somewhat different theories. Both 
SEST and molecular orbital fun ctional theory could have a significant impact on the 
future of computational chemistry. 
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Appendix A 
Density Functionals 
Local Spin Density Approximation(LSDA) exchange energy functional1 
(A.1) 
where p0 (r) and p13(r) are the cr. and (3 spin densities. 
Becke's 1988 exchange energy functional (B88 or B)2 
EB88 = ELSDA - b 2:: p(J r x(J dr J ( )4/ 3 12 X X O'=a,{3 1 + 6bx(J Sinh - l XO' (A.2) 
where b = 0.0042 a.u. and x(J is the reduced density gradient for spin l7. 
(A.3) 
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Lee-Yang-Parr correlation energy functional (LYP)3 
ELYP = -a ; · !(r) { p(r ) + 2bp(r)-5/3 [22/3c P (r )8/3 
c 1 + dp(r )-1/3 F Q 
+2213CFPfJ(r )813 - p(r )tw + ~ (pQ(r)t~ + PfJ(r)t~) 
+ 1~ (pQ(r)\72pQ(r ) + PfJ(r )\72p{J(r ))] e-cp(r) - 1/ 3 } dr 
where a= 0.04918 a.u., b = 0.132 a.u., c = 0.2533 a.u., d = 0.349 a. u., 
C - _l_ (3 2)2/3 F - 10 7r 
/(r ) = 2 [1- pQ(r )2 + PfJ( r )2 ] 
p(r )2 
and tw is the Weizsacker kinetic energy density. 
t = 1.I Vp(r W _ 1. v 2 (r ) 
w 8 p(r ) 8 P 
Becke three-parameter hybrid exchange-correlation functiona l(B3LYP)4 
(A.4) 
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
(A.7) 
EB3LYP = (1 _a _a )ELSDA +a Ecxact +a EB88 + (1 _a )EVWN +a ELYP (A 8) xc 0 xx Ox xx c c c c · 
wher~ E~xact is calculated t he same way as Hartree-Fock exchange energy, and E'/WN 
is an LSDA expression for the correlation energy.5 
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Unified density functional(DF07) 6 
EDF07 - Ecxact + opp uopp + par upar 
xc - x aNDC NDC aNDC NDC 
opp£opp par£par E (EB86 EBBS) 
+aDc DC + aDc DC + disp + aRc x - x (A.9) 
The above energy functional consists of opposite and parallel-spin dynamical corre-
lation energy, E~~ and Eb~, and non-dynamical correlation potential energy, U~tfc 
and U~~·c, components. The other contribut ions include dispersion interaction energy, 
Edisp, and a repulsion "fine-tuning" correction, aRc(E:86 - E:88 ). The non-dynamical 
correlation potential energy for electrons of opposite spin is given by, 
uopp - .! J f p ( r )ucxactdr + .! J fp ( r )ucxactdr NDC - 2 a X {3 2 {3 X a (A.10) 
where J is the spin fraction of the effective exchange-correlat ion hole. 
( 
1 - Nctr 1 - N eff ) 
· Xa X{3 f = mm N eff , Neff , 1 
X{3 Xa 
(A.ll) 
The exact exchange potential UJt:ct for spin CJ, is given by 
ucxact(r) = _ _ 1_ "" ·'· ( r )·' · (r) J 1/Jku(r')1/Jtu(r' ) dr' 
Xu ( ) ~ '1-'ku '1-'lu I 'I Pu r r - r kl 
(A.12) 
The effective local normalization NJ<~ is given by 
(A. 13) 
where 
2 6Qu X 
a =----
Pu(r ) X- 2 
(A.14) 
A = Pu(r )ex (A.15) 
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X~ 2 (ex- 1- ~) =- 4~ (Pa~;))2 UX':Ct(r) 
Qa = ~ (\72pa(r)- 2Da) 
Da = Ta- (\7 Pa(r))2 
4pa( r) 
and Ta is the kinetic energy density. 
(A.16) 
(A.17) 
(A.18) 
(A.19) 
The non-dynamical correlation potential energy for electrons of parallel spin is given 
by, 
(A.20) 
where 
U - J\ M(l) NDCaa - - CTCT a (A.21) 
The nth moment of the effective Becke-Roussel(BR) hole is given by, 
(A.22) 
and 
. (1 - NJ/~ - JN'fa Da ) 
Aaa = mm M~2) , 3pa(r) (A.23) 
The effective hole is given by, 
(A.24) 
The dynamical correlation energy for electrons of opposite spin and parallel spin are 
given as, 
opp J ( ) ( ) 2 [ In ( 1 + Za,e) ] d E0 c = -0.8 Pa r P.e r za.e 1 - Za,B r (A.25) 
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and 
(A.26) 
17 
(A.27) 
where Zof3 and Z1717 are correlation lengths. 
(A.28) 
where Co{J = 0.63, Cuu = 0.88, and u~~ is the Becke-Roussel exchange hole potential. 
The dispersion energy, Edisp is given as a complex function of atomic multipoles. 
There are two forms of the DF07 functional, DF07-XX and DF07-BR, depending 
on which form of the dipole moment of the exchange hole, dxu(r), is used for the 
dispersion functional. DF07-XX uses a position-dependent dipole moment whereas 
DF07-BR uses the Becke-Roussel exchange model to approximate dx 17 (r). The fitted 
constants of the overall correlation energy expression(Equation A.9) for DF07-XX 
are a~6'c = 0.511, a~a~c = 0.615, ati6 = 1.073, aba~ = 0.886, and aRc = 0.25. For 
DF07-BR the constants are a~6'c = 0.515, a~~c = 0.637, ati6 = 1.070, ab~ = 0.985, 
and aRc = 0.27. 
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